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Pigeons were exposed to peak interval (PI) schedules.  These schedules consist of fixed 

intervals (FI) and longer peak or extinction intervals that allow for the examination of temporal 

regulation in behavior.  Several theories of timing postulate that an internal pacemaker controls 

timing.  One theory, Scalar Expectancy Theory (SET), predicts that dopamine agonists directly 

alter the internal pacemaker by speeding it up and thus lead to an underestimation of time, or 

subjects to respond as if time is passing faster than it is.  This underestimation in time is 

represented by a decrease in peak time, a measure of temporal accuracy, under PI schedules.  

SET also predicts that variance in temporal accuracy should not increase but rather decrease 

proportionally under these conditions.  In Experiment 1, pigeons were exposed to a PI 45-s 

schedule where FI trials were 45 s long and PI trials lasted 135 s.  Subjects were administered d-

amphetamine and resulting changes in behavior were examined.  Changes in measures of 

temporal control under drug did not support SET.  Peak time did decrease under drug as 

predicted by SET but the variance of temporal control increased as well, which violates 

implications of scalar timing.  Rate dependency and other accounts indicating a loss of stimulus 

control better characterized and explained the data under d-amphetamine.  The form or structure 

of individual trials under drug was also assessed.  It was found that a peak-like form exists at the 
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individual trial level but this impression breaks down with increasing drug dose.  In Experiment 

2, pigeons were exposed to a concurrent PI 30-s random ratio (RR) schedule.  The effects of d-

amphetamine and pre-session feeding were examined across several delays (0-, 30-, 60-, and 90-

min) between administration and behavioral testing.  Results indicate that as behavior under a 

concurrent task breaks down, temporal accuracy under a PI schedule also suffers.  Results also 

show that for individual subjects, delay between behavioral testing and administration of drug 

can impact obtained results.  Overall, these results indicate that SET does not accurately predict 

changes in timing behavior under PI schedules.  Rather results point towards an explanation that 

implicates the loss of stimulus control as the main source of disruption in timing behavior.  
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Timing 

Time is of the essence, but what is the essence of time? 
--Karan Varsheni 

 
 As humans we use the passage of time every day to guide our behavior and schedules.  

Whether it is working for certain durations, scheduling meetings at certain times, or waiting for 

time to pass to engage in some activity, time plays an integral part in our behavior.  Despite this 

ubiquity, researchers have only recently started to understand the dynamics of timing behavior.  

The ability to accurately discriminate or produce a relatively short interval of time is known as 

“interval timing.”  The ability to discriminate time at short intervals or to behave with respect to 

time has been implicated in many other behavioral processes both in humans and in non-humans.  

Whether timing is implicated in choice behavior, in Pavlovian processes, in contributing to the 

efficacy of consequences, or involved in other behaviors such as foraging it is a feature of the 

world that deserves more recognition.   

Isolating time as a variable in the natural environment has been difficult but not impossible 

(Boisvert and Sherry, 2006; Henderson et al., 2006).  In order to better investigate this variable 

researchers have turned to the laboratory to assess temporal control of behavior.  Through this 

research investigators have tried to understand the essence of timing behavior and how it is 

controlled. Many different methods exist for assessing behavior under control of the passage of 

time in the laboratory.  One method used to investigate drug and environmental effects on 

behavior controlled by time is a Peak Interval (PI) procedure.  This procedure is trained by first 

exposing subjects to a discrete trial Fixed Interval (FI) schedule.  After some exposure to this 

schedule, PIs are intermixed with FI trials during the same session.  PI trials are longer than 

scheduled FI trials and end without food presentation.  These trials are indistinguishable from the 
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accompanying FI trials except that they last longer.  These longer extinction trials allow for an 

examination of responding in all temporal periods surrounding the time of scheduled 

reinforcement on FI trials (Catania, 1970).  The ratio of FI to PI trials used varies across 

experiments but PI trials never outnumber FI trials (1(FI):1(PI) ratio:  Cheng et al., 2007; 

MacDonald and Meck, 2005; Maricq et al., 1981; Matell et al., 2004, 2006; Taylor et al., 2007; 

3:2 ratio: Bayley et al., 1998; Eckerman et al., 1987; Frederick and Allen, 1996; 4:1 ratio: 

Saulsgiver et al., 2006; 7:1 ratio: Kraemer et al., 1997).  The experiments included here employ 

PI procedures in order to understand timing behavior and how it is controlled.   

Theories on Timing 

Several theories of how the passage of time comes to control behavior have been proposed 

over the last few decades.  These theories are aimed at identifying the variables that control 

timing behavior.  Many of these theories emphasize hidden variables, such as an internal 

pacemaker, as mechanisms of action (Gibbon and Church, 1984; Killeen and Fetterman, 1988).   

Two theories, Scalar expectancy theory (SET: Gibbon and Church, 1984) and the Behavioral 

theory of timing (BET: Killeen and Fetterman, 1988), have been examined in great detail and 

have contributed to the understanding of this behavior.  SET proposes that an internal pacemaker 

is the mechanism that controls timing while BET suggests that mediating behavior comes to aid 

in timing through its correlation with an internal pacemaker.  Corroboration for these theories 

has been shown in laboratory settings (SET: Gibbon, 1977; 1992; Gibbon et al., 1997; Meck, 

1983; 1996; Maricq et al., 1981; BET: Fetterman et al., 1998; Killeen et al., 1999).  These 

theories will be discussed more fully.       

SET proposes that the workings of the internal pacemaker are altered by drugs that modify 

dopamine levels (Meck, 1996).  Thus much of the research using drugs to investigate timing has 

used SET as an explanatory framework.  Several studies of this type have presented data that 
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support the notion that an internal pacemaker controls temporal regulation (SET:  Gibbon, 1977; 

1992; Gibbon et al., 1997; Kraemer et al., 1997; Meck, 1983; 1996; Maricq et al., 1981).  

Alternatively, other research has supported the theory that amphetamine and similar drugs cause 

a general disruption in behavior or loss of stimulus control (Bayley et al., 1998; McClure et al., 

2005; Odum et al., 2002; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  BET on the other hand has not typically been 

investigated with the use of drugs.  This theory holds that varying rates of arousal and 

reinforcement will alter timing behavior and thus research investigating BET has manipulated 

these variables instead (Ludvig et al., 2007; MacEwen and Killeen, 1991).  The following 

experiments arrange variables with the aim of evaluating each of these explanations of timing 

and how environmental manipulations influence it. 

Scalar Expectancy Theory 

Scalar Expectancy Theory (SET) has dominated research on timing for the last 30 years.  

This theory, developed by Gibbon and Church (1978, 1984), proposes that timing behavior is 

primarily controlled by a pacemaker that operates in a similar manner to a ticking clock.  SET 

proposes that the passage of time under an FI schedule comes to control behavior in the 

following way:  pulses are released from a pacemaker at some regular interval and cumulate in a 

construct called an integrator.  As time passes more pulses accumulate here.  At some point the 

subject will make a response.  If the response was premature and the required interval of time has 

not passed, the pacemaker will continue to tick and pulses will continue to be collected in the 

integrator.  If enough time has passed to satisfy the FI schedule, reinforcement will occur and the 

number of pulses present in the integrator will be transferred into reference memory for later use.  

On subsequent trials the process of the pacemaker ticking and pulses accumulating in the 

integrator will repeat.  As these new pulses accumulate the number of pulses present will be 

compared to the number of pulses stored in reference memory.  If the ratio between pulses in the 
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integrator and pulses in reference memory meets some criterion according to a relative proximity 

rule a response will be made, if the ratio does not meet the requirement no response will occur.  

If the FI schedule has elapsed reinforcement will occur and this new value of pulses in the 

integrator will be transferred to reference memory.   

According to SET, the pacemaker is the primary controlling mechanism behind timing 

behavior (Gibbon and Church, 1984).  The pacemaker is continuously running and emitting 

pulses.  When there is a stimulus to be timed, a gate or switch is activated and pulses accrue into 

an accumulator (Matell and Meck, 2000).  The rate of the pacemaker under SET is not affected 

by the rate of reinforcement as other theories predict (Killeen and Fetterman, 1988).  Pulses are 

emitted at some constant rate, as long as there is a stimulus to be timed, and collected for later 

comparison.  If the rate of reinforcement drops to zero the number of pulses emitted by the 

pacemaker will not change.  Environmental manipulations that directly alter the rate of the 

ticking pacemaker will subsequently cause changes in timing behavior.  One primary focus of 

SET is how dopaminergic drugs affect the pacemaker (Meck, 1996).  It is hypothesized that 

dopamine agonists, such as amphetamine, will speed up the rate of pulse emissions from the 

pacemaker causing an overestimation in time.  Pulses accumulate faster in the integrator causing 

the ratio of pulses in the integrator to the pulses in the reference memory to meet some critical 

value causing subjects to respond as if the interval had elapsed.  In other words amphetamine 

would lead a subject to respond as if more time has passed than actually has.  Dopamine 

antagonists, such as haloperidol, will slow down the pacemaker resulting in an underestimation 

of time, or subjects to respond as if time is passing slower than it is.  Under these conditions the 

pacemaker would emit pulses at a slower rate.  The ratio between pulses in the integrator and the 

reference memory would take longer to reach the critical value thus delaying responses.  One 
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focus of the present research was to investigate whether SET made accurate predictions about 

how timing behavior would change under d-amphetamine and to compare these predictions to 

other theories.  

As mentioned above, according to SET, manipulations that directly alter the pacemaker will 

result in altered timing behavior.  Researchers have hypothesized that the discrimination or 

perception of time involves dopamine-releasing neurons (Meck, 1996).  Pharmacological studies 

have supported this belief by showing that drugs that interact with the dopamine system alter 

timing accuracy in a predictable manner (Maricq and Church, 1983).  Specifically, dopamine 

agonists like amphetamine increase the release of dopamine which speeds up the rate of the 

internal pacemaker.  This increase in rate results in subjects responding as if time is passing 

faster (Maricq and Church, 1983; Meck, 1986).   

SET also predicts that the variance or error in accuracy will be proportional to the mean of 

the interval to be timed (Scalar timing: Gibbon, 1977; 1992; Gibbon et al., 1997).  This 

requirement is Weber’s law in the temporal domain and is illustrated in Figure 1-1 (Figure 1:  

Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  The existence of Weber’s law in time perception forms the foundation 

of SET (Bizo et al., 2006).  This figure shows hypothetical data and the resulting changes in the 

PI distribution predicted by SET and rate dependency (discussed later).  SET states that when a 

subject is administered amphetamine the pacemaker will speed up resulting in a leftward shift in 

the entire distribution (dotted line) (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Cheng et al., 2007; Matell et al., 

2006).  As variance in timing is to remain a constant proportion of the interval to be timed this 

distribution should not widen, it should decrease proportionally with the mean interval to be 

timed (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Gibbon, 1977; 1992; Gibbon et al., 1997).  Specifically, if a 

dopamine agonist speeds up the pacemaker, pulses will accumulate faster and the relative 
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proximity rule to initiate responding will be satisfied sooner.  Similarly, the criterion for 

terminating responding will also be encountered earlier thus maintaining scalar timing (Buhusi 

and Meck, 2002; Matell et al., 2006).   

Published research measuring both the mean (or Peak Time, Catania, 1970; Maricq et al., 

1981) and variance (or width, standard deviation [s.d.], Matell et al., 2006) of temporal accuracy 

has failed to entirely support this theory.  Research using PI procedures and dopamine agonists 

has shown decreases in peak time (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 

1987; Frederick and Allen, 1996; Hinton and Meck, 1996; Maricq et al., 1981; Matell et al., 

2006; Meck, 1996; Meck and Williams, 1997; Taylor et al., 2007).  Many of these same studies 

however, also contradict predictions made by SET by also showing an increase in the width or 

s.d. of these PI distributions (Bayley et al., 1998; Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 1987; 

Kraemer et al., 1997; Matell et al., 2006; Saulsgiver et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  Figure 1-2 

shows that in many cases the PI distributions widen under drug whether or not there is a clear 

decrease in peak time (Bayley et al., 1998; Eckerman et al., 1987; Maricq et al., 1981; Meck, 

1996).  Additional research that examined the width of the distribution directly supports this 

impression (Meck, 1996; Saulsgiver, et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  This widening of the 

distribution, in the presence or absence of a leftward shift, is inconsistent with SET’s account of 

timing since it would contradict scalar timing (Figure 1-1).  These predictions will be explored in 

Experiment 1 and 2. 

Behavioral Theory of Timing  

Killeen and Fetterman’s (1988) Behavioral Theory of Timing (BET) includes a pacemaker 

as well as a behavioral component.  The behavioral component suggests that mediating behaviors 

are elicited by signals of reinforcement and that these mediating behaviors may assist in 

discriminating the passage of time.  Mediating behaviors do not necessarily take place because 
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they are influential in aiding timing behavior, rather the occurrence of these behaviors may 

become useful in accurately discriminating the passage of time.  Under an FI schedule subjects 

might engage in these mediating behaviors and after some experience come to associate a 

particular behavior in a chain of mediating behavior with the passage of a certain amount of 

time.  If this chain of behavior is followed by responding to satisfy the FI schedule, and this 

responding is reinforced, the occurrence of a particular behavior in a chain could serve as a 

discriminative stimulus that indicates the FI interval has expired.  These behaviors, then, may 

come to mediate the passage of time and serve as cues indicating the passage of time.  These 

behaviors may allow for conditional discriminations of time passing to be made (Killeen and 

Fetterman, 1988).     

The pacemaker in BET varies from that in SET.  In this theory the rate of the clock or 

pacemaker is not constant but rather varies with the rate of reinforcement or the arousal of the 

subject (Killeen et al., 1999).  When the rate of reinforcement increases or decreases the rate of 

the pacemaker also increases or decreases respectively.  The higher the rate of reinforcement, the 

more behavioral states are thought to exist.  The more behavioral states that the animal 

experiences the more accurate timing behavior will be (Killeen et al., 1999).  After some 

exposure to a timing schedule, BET proposes that subjects will come to associate some behavioral 

state with the passage of time.  The pacemaker in this case emits pulses that drive the organism 

through these behavioral states.  The more aroused a subject is the faster the pacemaker will emit 

pulses and subsequently the faster the organism will go through the behavioral states associated 

with that particular number of pulses.  If the rate of reinforcement drops to zero as it does with 

extinction, the rate of the pacemaker will drop and timing accuracy will suffer.  Under SET the 
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rate of the pacemaker does not vary with the rate of reinforcement (Killeen and Fetterman, 

1988). 

BET holds that if the rate of reinforcement is altered, whether through the animal’s 

exposure to drugs, extinction, pre-session feeding or other environmental changes, timing 

behavior will also be affected.  While the authors of BET have not expanded their predictions to 

cover drug effects per se, predictions of possible drug effects on timing behavior can be made by 

considering the mechanisms of action in this theory along with research on how drugs affect the 

value of reinforcement.  Research has shown that when administered amphetamine animals will 

complete fewer fixed ratios to obtain food (White et al., 2007), engage in less food “taking” 

behavior (Foltin, 2001), and consume less food overall (Foltin and Haney, 2007).  Amphetamine 

has also been shown to increase responding on a continuous reinforcement schedule while 

decreasing break points on a progressive ratio schedule (Caul and Brindle, 2001).  Increases in 

break points under a progressive ratio schedule under low doses and decreases in break points 

under high doses of amphetamine have also been observed (Mayorga et al., 2000).  Animals in 

some of these studies, when administered amphetamine, were less likely to respond for food 

indicating that food in these instances was not as valuable a reinforcer as it was under non-drug 

conditions.  If amphetamine decreases the value of reinforcement in some cases then one might 

assume that it would decrease the value of reinforcement in timing experiments.  According to 

BET, timing accuracy will decrease when arousal or the rate of reinforcement decreases.  Thus 

one can assume that amphetamine administration would lead to a decrease in accuracy in timing 

behavior.   

Killeen and Fetterman (1988) hypothesized that changes in timing behavior should be 

accompanied by changes in mediating behavior.  The problem up to now is that researchers may 
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not have access to all of the mediating behavior or that their measurement of this behavior may not 

be adequate to observe changes.  The identification of each behavioral state could be difficult.  

These states could be similar in form and vary just by rate or location, they could be the absence 

of behavior, or could even be extremely subtle movements.  Using a temporal discrimination task, 

Fetterman and colleagues (1998) were able to identify and measure possible collateral behavior in 

rats and pigeons that may have been useful in discriminating the passage of time.  They found that 

collateral behaviors, when identified, better predicted temporal judgments.     

This sort of analysis has yet to be done using a PI procedure.  One reason for this is that the 

identification of the collateral behavior is not always possible.  One way around this problem may 

be to use a PI procedure with a concurrent task.  Sanabria and colleagues (2005) showed that 

behavior on a PI schedule was better controlled by the interval in place when a concurrent task 

was available.  The width or s.d. of the PI distributions was smaller for subjects where a 

concurrent task was used.  Experiment 2 of this manuscript exposes subjects to a concurrent PI 

random ratio (RR) schedule in an attempt to replicate this finding and to examine whether 

changes in a collateral task predict changes in a timing task.  Adding an additional task to 

complete, that does not require interval timing, allows for measurable mediating behavior that 

may assist in timing under the PI schedule.   If mediating behavior assists in timing intervals then 

changes observed in responding on the concurrent task should predict changes seen in timing 

behavior under PI schedules.  If changes in mediating behavior are inconsistent with changes in 

timing behavior BET would not be supported.  

Rate Dependency and Timing 

The rate dependency hypothesis (Dews, 1958, 1970) states that changes observed in 

responding under drug conditions depend on the rate obtained under baseline conditions.  The 

direction and magnitude of changes in responding is predictable based on the rate of responding 
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under control conditions.  When employing psychomotor stimulant drugs the result is that low 

response rates increase and high response decrease or change to a lesser degree (Dews, 1958).  

Researchers investigating timing behavior with drugs have reported data consistent with rate-

dependent findings resulting in an increase in low response rates across the interval (Beecher and 

Jackson, 1976; Byrd, 1979; Dews, 1958; Flores and Pellon, 1995; Goudie, 1985; Knealing and 

Schaal, 2002; McMillan and Healey, 1976; Odum et al., 2002; Saulsgiver et al., 2006; Wuttke, 

1970).  When logged response rates obtained under drug conditions are plotted as a function of 

logged control response rates, the resulting distribution can be fit with a straight line of which the 

slope and intercept can be assessed for changes.  Increases in intercept accompanied by 

decreases in slope indicate that low response rates under control sessions have increased with 

drug while high response rates have decreased or been left unchanged.  This pattern of change is 

evident in previously published studies using the PI procedure as well (see Saulsgiver et al., 

2006).  While order is apparent in these data as well as in other published reports, these 

characterizations do not offer an explanation for the controlling mechanisms and do not account 

for the changes observed at the level of the individual trial (Branch and Gollub, 1974; Knealing 

and Schaal, 2002).  

Rate dependency may lack a mechanism of action but it has been shown to account for 

changes seen in timing behavior better than SET (Knealing and Schaal, 2002; Odum et al., 2002; 

Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  Figure 1-1 shows rate dependent characterizations of a stimulants effect 

on responding under a PI distribution (dashed line).  In this demonstration response rates have been 

altered in a rate-dependent manner, low rates of responding increase under drug and high rates of 

responding are less altered.  This prediction is sufficient enough to account for leftward shifts and 

increases in the width of the distribution.  This effect can be seen in previously published PI 
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distributions (Figure 1-2).  In each case the administration of drug resulted in low response rates 

resulting in an increase in width of the PI.  Experiments 1 and 2 will examine these rate dependent 

predictions.   

Stimulus Control and Timing 

The observed increase in width of the PI distributions in many experiments and the 

interpretation that the width of the interval is a reflection of the control that the time interval has 

on behavior, has led some researchers to conclude that the main effect of stimulants on 

temporally controlled behavior is to disrupt stimulus control (Knealing and Schaal, 2002; 

McClure et al., 2005; Odum et al., 2002; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  Whether this disruption is 

specific to temporal aspects, control exerted on behavior due to the interval length, or to control 

exerted by all schedule aspects, such as reinforcer value, attention, motoric activity, and temporal 

components, needs to be explored.  Is it that changes in temporal accuracy are secondary to the 

overall disruption of behavior rather than demonstrating a selective effect on timing?   

Previous results indicate that amphetamine may alter overall stimulus control at least under 

high doses of the drug (Katz, 1988; McClure et al., in preparation; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  

Using a PI procedure Saulsgiver et al. (2006) found that d-amphetamine disrupted measures that 

signify stimulus control, while measures of timing were not affected to the same degree.  In this 

experiment increases in the width of the distribution were more apparent than changes in the 

location of peak time.  Using a temporal bisection task McClure et al. (in preparation) found 

similar results.  The point of subjective equality was not consistently altered by amphetamine in 

this experiment but stimulus control measures reliably changed in a direction indicating loss of 

overall stimulus control.  Katz (1988) found that under higher doses of amphetamine, stimulus 

control was diminished as responding decreased under a multiple FI schedule.  Responding on a 

red key in this experiment was reinforced when a houselight was illuminated and responding on 
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an amber key was reinforced when the houselight was terminated.  When high doses of 

amphetamine were administered, subjects showed a decrease in accuracy on this conditional 

discrimination task.  These effects on stimulus control caused by drug could be reduced by 

modifying aspects of the schedule that increase stimulus control.  Laties (1972, 1975) showed 

that adding an external cue to timing experiments also decreased the overall effect of 

amphetamine on stimulus control.  He hypothesized that timing in the absence of an additional 

cue that indicated the passage of time resulted in less control of that time interval over behavior.  

These results taken together could indicate that when the stimulus is not salient, as the passage of 

time with no external cue may be, the main effect of amphetamine is to disrupt overall control.  

Whether or not loss of stimulus control exerted by all aspects of the schedule is enough to 

explain disruptions in temporal control under drug will be examined in the following 

experiments.     

Procedural Variations 

There has been considerable variability in results obtained while investigating the effects 

of dopamine agonists on timing behavior.  Many of these discrepancies can be traced back to 

variations in the procedure used.  McClure et al. (in preparation) have shown that the nature of 

the choice alternatives used in a matching-to-sample of duration (MTSD) procedure can greatly 

impact the observed changes in the psychophysical function under d-amphetamine.  McClure et 

al. (in preparation) exposed groups of subjects to different MTSD tasks and tested the effect of d-

amphetamine on this behavior.  One group was exposed to a color-matching task.  In this task 

subjects were first trained to respond to one color alternative (red) after a 2-sec duration and to 

another color alternative (green) following an 8-sec duration.  These choice alternatives could 

alternate between two choice keys.  Following training, subjects were exposed to intervening 

time intervals intermixed with 2- and 8-sec durations.  Choices following these intermediate 
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values were never reinforced.  A second group was exposed to a side-tracking task.  This task 

was identical to the color-matching task except that the choice alternatives were the location of 

the key rather than the color.  D-amphetamine was then administered.  Following drug 

administration the psychophysical functions for subjects exposed to the color-matching task were 

flattened, indicating a loss in stimulus control under drug.  Accuracy for these subjects at the two 

training durations was greatly decreased by d-amphetamine.  This was, however, not the case for 

the side-tracking group.  Psychophysical functions obtained under drug for this group showed 

less disruption in accuracy for the trained durations, rather a shift in the PSE (point of subjective 

equality) was observed.  Results of this study indicate that these slight methodological 

differences can lead to very different results.  In 2005 McClure et al. reviewed the literature 

using both procedures and found that these two methodologies consistently led to different 

results.  Moreover they also found that only data utilizing a side-tracking task had been used to 

support SET. 

There are many procedural differences used in implementing PI schedules as well.  These 

differences in procedure include session length (Bayley et al., 1998- 1 hour; Frederick and Allen, 

1996; Matell et al., 2006; Saulsgiver et al., 2006- 2 hours; Penney et al., 1996- 2 hours 50 min; 

Maricq et al., 1981- 4 hours; Others use a required number of trials with no concrete session 

length), training history (see Cheng et al., 2007 for review; <70 sessions: Abner et al., 2001; 

Bayley et al., 1998; Hinton and Meck, 1996; MacDonald and Meck, 2005; Maricq et al., 1981; 

Matell et al., 2004, 2006; Penney et al., 1996; > 70 sessions: Eckerman et al., 1987; Odum et al., 

2002; Santi et al., 1995; Saulsgiver et al., 2006),  delay between drug dosing and behavioral 

testing (20 and 100 min after methamphetamine administration: Cevik, 2003), and ratio of FI 

trials to PI trials (1:1 ratio: Cheng et al., 2007; MacDonald and Meck, 2005; Maricq et al., 1981; 
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Matell et al., 2004, 2006; Taylor et al., 2007; 3:2 ratio: Bayley et al., 1998; Eckerman et al., 

1987; Frederick and Allen, 1996; 4:1 ratio: Saulsgiver et al., 2006; 7:1 ratio: Kraemer et al., 

1997).   There are also differences in how the data are assessed.  Some researchers assess 

behavioral change at the level of the session average (Bayley et al., 1998; Eckerman et al., 1987; 

Frederick and Allen, 1996; Maricq et al., 1981; Meck, 1996; Saulsgiver et al., 2006) while others 

examine individual trials (Cheng and Westwood, 1993; Matell et al., 2004, 2006; Taylor et al., 

2007).  Whether data are assessed for individual subjects (Saulsgiver et al., 2006) or on the 

average of multiple subjects (Bayley et al., 1998; Eckerman et al., 1987; Frederick and Allen, 

1996; Maricq et al., 1981; Meck, 1996) also varies.  These slight differences in methodology 

used with the PI procedure could contribute to the observed inconsistencies in the literature.  A 

few of these differences will be explored in Experiment 1 (data assessment techniques/level of 

analysis) and Experiment 2 (session length).   

Level of Analysis 

Many prior studies of the PI procedure have relied on the averaging together of responding 

in all peak trials and then fitting a function to this distribution (Bayley et al., 1998; Cheng and 

Roberts, 1991; Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 1987; Frederick and Allen, 1996; Kraemer et 

al., 1997; Maricq et al., 1981; Meck, 1983, 1996; Penney et al., 1996; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  

This type of analysis is sometimes conducted on the average response rates across multiple 

sessions and even subjects (Bayley et al., 1998; Cheng et al., 2007; Kraemer et al. 1997; Matell 

and Meck, 1999; Matell and Portugal, 2007). More recently a break-and-run analysis devised by 

Cheng and Westwood (1993) has been implemented.  This analysis is applied to single trials and 

assumes that on each trial responding starts off low or near zero, increases abruptly to a higher 

rate and then subsequently decreases to the near zero rate.  For this analysis single trials are fit 

with an algorithm that identifies the start of the run (start time: 1st of 2 consecutive bins in which 
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responding occurred), the point at which responding decreased again (stop time: 1st of 2 

consecutive bins following start time in which no responding occurred), and the number of 

responses between start and stop time.  Two additional parameters can also be derived.  Run 

length, or the spread of responding, is calculated by subtracting the start time from the stop time 

on each trial.  The middle parameter, taken as a measure of temporal accuracy similar to peak 

time (Taylor et al., 2007), is defined as the midpoint between start and stop time.  Similar 

analyses, differing slightly in the number of bins required to identify start and stop time, have 

been applied to PI schedules, and it was found that there was order in measures identified by this 

method (Grace et al., 2006; Matell et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  Grace and colleagues (2006) 

found that start time, stop time, middle, and run length, were all longer for the longer of two PI 

schedules, showing control by the temporal contingency.  Other studies using the PI procedure 

have employed this analysis when assessing the effects of amphetamine, but results have varied 

and researchers have failed to show individual data (Matell et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007) or to 

test a wide range of doses (Taylor et al., 2007).  These studies have shown that results at the 

single trial level have been inconsistent with changes seen at the session average level and 

conclusions derived from each analysis failed to be consistent (Matell et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 

2007).  For example, Matell and colleagues showed a decrease in peak time when using the 

session-average analysis but did not show the same decrease in the middle parameter.  

Experiment 1 here employs both the session average and single trial analyses in order to compare 

these methods within subjects and across a wide variety of doses.  If there is consistency between 

both analyses within subjects then one might argue that both methods are adequate for assessing 

changes in behavior.  If there is a lack of congruity across methods of assessment then a decision 

on which method is best should be made. 
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The level at which changes in behavior are assessed can impact the conclusions drawn 

from data.  Important theories have been limited based on results from a more detailed analysis.  

For example, Branch and Gollub (1974) assessed the effects of d-amphetamine on responding 

under individual trials of a discrete-trial Fixed-Interval (FI) procedure.  Their analysis differed 

from prior studies examining rate-dependent effects which had assessed changes in behavior 

over multiple trials averaged together.  When examined at the individual trial level, the data 

showed response rates obtained by averaging FI trials together were not representative of 

interval-by-interval performance in portions of each trial.  Branch and Gollub (1974) showed that 

while rate dependency can account for the effect of drugs on the average of multiple FI trials it 

did not accurately describe the effects of drug on individual trials because on any typical FI trial 

subjects responded in some time bins but not in others.  Individual trials were better described as 

consisting of states of responding and no responding, rather than having the gradual increase in 

response rates observed when multiple trials are averaged together.  Rate-dependency failed to 

account for data from individual trials, thus limiting its scope and usefulness as an explanation 

for drug effects on FI schedules (Branch, 1984).   

Branch and Gollub (1974) showed that while there is an increase in responding towards the 

end of a FI interval, there are still many points in the interval after responding has started where 

no responding occurs when responding is examined on a fine scale, a pattern that is typically 

described as a two-state or break-and-run pattern (Branch and Gollub, 1974; Grace et al., 2006; 

Schneider, 1969).  A similar pattern of behavior for individual trials has been reported for 

behavior under PI schedules (Cheng and Westwood, 1993).  Individual trials need to be assessed 

in order to determine if each trial does contain a two-state pattern of responding as assumed by 

the single-trial analysis, or if there is no indication of a peak-like form under individual trials.  If 
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behavior is temporally organized at the level of individual trials then responding in a peak trial 

should gradually increases from a low rate of responding to some higher rate of responding at 

about the time of reinforcement then decrease as the interval elapses.  If behavior is not 

temporally organized under individual trials then rates should abruptly increase from near zero 

response rate and then decreases again.  To date an assessment of the shape of each individual 

peak trial has not been conducted.  Rather researchers have excluded trials where the 

assumptions of these analyses are not met (Cheng and Westwood, 1993; Matell et al., 2006; 

Taylor et al., 2007).  In order to identify the structure of individual trials an assessment was 

created that fit two functions based on different sets of assumptions to each individual trial.  The 

one-step function assumes behavior lacks temporal organization in each peak trial.  Responding 

starts off at a rate of zero, increases and maintains some rate for a period of time, then decreases 

again to a rate of zero.  In this function there are not multiple rates of responding, rather the 

distribution is flat.  The two-step function assumes that a two-state pattern of responding occurs 

in each peak trial, resulting in a peak-like distribution.  This analysis is referred to as the 

Ziggurat analysis (Ziggurat: A temple tower of the ancient Assyrians and Babylonians, having 

the form of a terraced pyramid of successively receding stories).  This analysis is aimed at 

identifying whether a peak-like pattern does exist at the individual trial level and whether this 

impression is maintained across doses of amphetamine. 

There is a great deal of individual subject variability in studies examining drug effects on 

timing behavior (Cheng et al., 2007; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  Yet researchers opt to either 

conduct analyses on the average of multiple subjects, or to average the assessments of individual 

subjects together rather than presenting changes for individuals separately (Bayley et al., 1998; 

Cheng and Roberts, 1991; Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 1987; Frederick and Allen, 1996; 
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Kraemer et al., 1997; Maricq et al., 1981; Matell et al., 2006; Meck, 1983, 1996; Penney et al., 

1996; Taylor et al., 2007).  This practice would be justified if the average were representative of 

each subject used, however in a study where individual subjects have been reported this does not 

appear to be the case (Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  Experiment 1 will present data for both individual 

subjects and group averages in order to determine if individual subject variability and differences 

is captured in a group analysis. 

Session Length/Dosing Delay    

Recent research has shown that the time from d- and methamphetamine administration to 

behavioral testing can impact the observed behavioral changes (Cevik, 2003; Pinkston, 2006, 

2008).  The time between methamphetamine administration and testing was manipulated across a 

temporal discrimination experiment with rats by Cevik.  This experiment examined changes in 

temporal discrimination on a side-tracking MTSD procedure while administering 0.5 mg/kg of 

methamphetamine 20 minutes prior to an 180-minute testing session.  Data were assessed 

separately for behavior during the first 80 minutes (Experiment 1 20-100 min) and for the last 80 

min (Experiment 2 100-180 min).  Results from Experiment 1 showed a flattening of the 

psychophysical function typical of those seen in temporal discrimination procedures that employ 

a color-matching procedure (see McClure et al, 2005 for review).  When an analysis was 

performed on the second half of the experimental session, a clear difference in the degree of 

flattening was observed.  When methamphetamine was administered 100 minutes prior to 

experimental testing, results showed no flattening of the psychophysical function but did show a 

rightward shift in the function (overestimation of time)-- results typical of a side-tracking 

procedure (see McClure et al, 2005 for review).  When testing occurred closer in time to drug 

administration, the main effect observed was a disruption of overall stimulus control.  However, 

when testing occurred farther in time from administration, it appears that the main effect of 
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amphetamine was to disrupt temporal discrimination.  These results indicate that time between 

methamphetamine administration and behavioral testing is an important variable to consider 

when investigating temporal discrimination.   

Pinkston (2006) showed preliminary data on locomotor activity in rats when administered 

a 5.0 mg/kg dose of d-amphetamine.  In this experiment locomotor activity increased to a steady 

rate throughout the first hour.  During this time all responding for food was eliminated.  Early in 

the second hour of testing the increased locomotor activity started to wane and responding for 

food began to increase.  These preliminary results with d-amphetamine indicate that interference 

due to increases in locomotor activity during behavioral testing, when testing occurs close in 

time to drug administration, may alter the results and interpretations of experimentation. 

The impact of a drug on behavior can vary across time since the drug was administered as 

seen in the aforementioned experiments (Cevik, 2003; Pinkston, 2006).  When session length is 

either allowed to vary, or programmed to last multiple hours, the selective effects of a drug on 

behavior may change.  Experiment 2 will explore whether averaging behavior under drug across 

an extended session masks other selective effects of the drug on behavior. 

Present Experiments 

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to evaluate the acute effects of a wide range of doses of 

d-amphetamine on various dependent variables under the control of a PI schedule.  Data from 

Experiment 1 were assessed with both the session average and single trial analysis.  Data were 

also examined for individual subjects as well as for the group average.  Following previous 

reports we expect that obtained data from the session average analysis will not necessarily 

correspond to changes seen under the single trial analysis.  In addition an analysis of the form of 

individual trials, or Ziggurat analysis, will be conducted to determine if the assumptions of a 
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peaked pattern are met.  Assessments of group average data will also be examined to see if these 

results reflect changes observed for individual subjects.   

Experiment 2 will examine behavior under a concurrent PI 45 sec RR 60 with pigeons 

while varying systematically the time between behavioral testing and drug administration.  A 

pre-session feeding condition was included in this experiment in order to manipulate the value of 

reinforcement or arousal of the subject.  BET predicts that when the value of reinforcement 

decreases timing behavior will suffer.  This pre-session feeding condition was compared to 

results obtained under drug at each delay in order to see if any similarities in disruption occurred.  

Effects of d-amphetamine on this concurrent task may shed light on what features of behavior 

are altered by d-amphetamine and how these effects change across administration times.  

Specifically, changes in the concurrent RR task will be compared to changes in temporally 

controlled behavior to see if there is a correlation.  If decreases in RR responding correspond to 

decreases in accuracy on a timing task an argument for the existence of mediating behavior and 

its assistance in timing can be made.  A rate dependent analysis was also conducted on all data in 

order to determine whether typical rate dependent changes effects occurred.   
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Figure 1-1.  Two simulations of possible effects of amphetamine on rates of responding in a peak 
trial on PI 15 s. The solid line shows typical responding on an averaged PI trial, 
represented by a Gaussian function with mean 15 s and a maximum response rate of 
20 responses per time unit. The dotted line shows how a rate-dependent effect on 
responding in peak trials can move the time of peak responding to the left. Response 
times on unreinforced trials were incremented by an amount that decreased as 
response rate increased. Response rates after food time were unchanged. The function 
for the section of the rate-dependent curve before reinforcement time was given by 

ccacy +−= )(λ where c is the baseline rate, λ is the maximum baseline rate and a is 
a constant (.07). The dashed line shows the prediction of SET assuming only that the 
rate of the pacemaker in that model is increased by 10%. Note that in the rate 
dependent model, but not SET, the width of the distribution is increased by the drug.   
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Figure 1-2.  PI distributions adapted from previous publications.  Each panel is a recreation of 

the PI distributions obtained under baseline (circles) and drug (triangles) conditions 
for each experiment.  Response rate is shown on the y-axis and time in trial is shown 
on the x-axis.
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENT 1 

The use of drugs as a tools to investigate behavior has a long history in behavioral science 

(Branch, 2006) and timing behavior is no different (Sidman, 1955).  SET has postulated the 

existence of an internal pacemaker that controls temporal regulation (Gibbon, 1977; 1992; 

Gibbon and Church, 1984; Gibbon et al., 1997; Meck, 1996).  This pacemaker is said to be 

modifiable by dopamine levels, such that its operation under dopamine agonists can be predicted.  

Many studies employing dopamine agonists have supported this theory by showing a decrease in 

peak time (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 1987; Frederick and 

Allen, 1996; Hinton and Meck, 1996; Maricq et al., 1981; Matell et al., 2006; Meck, 1996; Meck 

and Williams, 1997; Taylor et al., 2007).  Increases in s.d. or the width of the distribution with 

decreases in peak time however violate predictions of scalar timing made by SET.  If the 

pacemaker speed is increased by drug the critical ratio between pulses in the accumulator to 

pulses in the pulses in memory will be met sooner leading subjects to respond earlier.  Likewise, 

the critical value to terminate responding will also be reached earlier and subjects will 

subsequently stop responding at an earlier time (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Matell et al., 2006).  

Studies showing a decrease in peak time have also shown an increase in s.d. (Bayley et al., 1998; 

Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 1987; Kraemer et al., 1997; Matell et al., 2006; Saulsgiver et 

al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  These combined effects have been taken to support the hypothesis 

that amphetamine-like drugs cause a disruption in overall stimulus control (Odum et al., 2002; 

McClure et al., 2005; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  Experiment 1 aims to evaluate the application of 

both these theories to observed d-amphetamine effects on behavior under a PI schedule in 

pigeons. 
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Two common methods of analysis exist for evaluating behavior under PI schedules, a 

session-average analysis (Cheng et al., 2007; Hinton and Meck, 1996; Maricq et al., 1981; Matell 

et al., 2006; Meck, 1996; Meck and Williams, 1997; Saulsgiver et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007) 

and a single-trial analysis (Cheng and Westwood, 1993; Matell et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  

The session-average analysis first pools all PI trials within or across sessions and subjects.  The 

average response rate as a function of time is then fit with a function to derive estimates of 

temporal accuracy, peak time, and the variance of temporal estimates, s.d.  A single trial analysis 

assumes that the gradual increase in response rates observed for average response rate 

distributions is not necessarily present for single trials, rather this gradual increase is a byproduct 

of averaging multiple trials together.  Single trials are said to consist of responding that is 

organized in a break-and-run pattern where responding abruptly increases after some time then 

decreases again.  A step function has been used to describe the topography of single PI trials.  

This analysis uses an algorithm fit to single trials to derive measures related to timing behavior.  

These measures are then averaged for each session for presentation.  Both analyses were 

employed for this experiment and measures derived from each analysis that are taken to 

represent similar indices of timing are compared (Matell et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).   

An additional analysis of behavior was developed to assess behavior at the individual trial 

level, the Ziggurat analysis.  This consisted of fitting a one-step and two-step function to each 

individual trial.  Least squared residuals were used as a metric to determine which model best 

represented each trial.  This statistic determined the best fit by controlling for the different 

degrees of freedom across each fit.  This assessment identified whether the topography of 

individual trials in this experiment were peak-like in form (two-step model) or if the data were 

better described as lacking temporal organization (one-step model).  If a peak-like form is 
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present at the individual trial level then one could argue that a session-average analysis is 

appropriate to use in assessing behavioral change.  If the one-step model better describes more 

individual trials then there would be evidence that temporal organization is not apparent at the 

individual trial level. 

Differences in response rates observed throughout the PI distributions were assessed 

visually by examining changes across time as a percent of saline.  This method of assessment 

highlighted portions of the distribution that were most changed by drug.  Typically drug effects 

on PI schedules are only assessed on parameters derived from session average and individual 

trial analysis rather than on obtained response rates under the distribution.  This novel analysis 

was conducted to better quantify exactly where response rates are most altered.  

Previous research examining individual subjects has indicated that the group average data 

may not reflect the subject-to-subject differences in drug effect (Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  

Individual subject assessments were also compared to assessments conducted on the entire 

group.  This was done to determine if group averages are representative of individual subject 

variability in this experiment.  In addition the current experiment examined the acute effects of a 

wide range of doses of d-amphetamine (0.1-3.0 mg/kg) on behavior.  This range of doses of d-

amphetamine is not novel for experiments of this type but examining the entire range on each 

subject is. 

Method 

Subjects 

Five White Carneau pigeons with previous experience on PI schedules (Subject 662) and 

on MTSD procedures (Subjects 95, 302, 451, 593) served as subjects. All subjects had been 

exposed to 1.5 and 3.0 mg/kg doses of d-amphetamine chronically for 20 days.  At least 60 days 

separated this previous experience from the start of this experiment. Subjects were individually 
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housed in a humidity- and temperature- controlled colony room on a 16:8 hour light: dark cycle. 

Water and health grit were continually available in the home cages. Subjects were maintained at 

their 83% free-feeding weights by post-session feedings as needed. 

Apparatus 

Five operant test chambers (Med Associates Model ENV-007) with internal dimensions of 

30.5 x 24.1 x 29.2 cm served as the apparatus for this experiment. The front intelligence panel 

contained two circular response keys 2.5 cm in diameter which could be transilluminated with 

red, green or white lights. Each key was placed 2.5 cm from the side walls and 6.5 cm from the 

top of the chamber. The keys were 14 cm apart and required between 0.12 and 0.15 N for 

effective depression. Reinforcement was mixed grains dispensed into an illuminated 5.5 by 6.5 

cm rectangular hopper opening centered 20 cm from the top of the chamber. The chamber was 

illuminated by a 100-mA houselight and contained in a sound attenuating chamber. Experiments 

were programmed in Med-PC IV® software. 

Procedure 

Training 

Due to previous experience subjects required no magazine or key-peck training.  Subjects 

were first placed on a discrete-trial FI 45-s schedule.  At the start of a trial the houselight came 

on and the center key was illuminated white.  Responses on the center key prior to 45 s elapsing 

had no programmed effect on the schedule.  The first peck after 45 s resulted in the center key 

extinguishing and access to mixed grain for 3 s.  The houselight was then turned off and an 

average 40-s inter-trial interval (ITI) commenced (range 5 to 120 s).  Each session consisted of 

50 trials.  Experimental sessions were conducted at approximately the same time seven days a 

week.   
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After response rates stabilized, PI trials were added. Stability on FI trials was determined 

by examining the pattern of response rates in 3-s bins.  PI trials were three times as long as the 

scheduled FI duration (i.e., 135 s) and terminated without reinforcement. In each block of five 

trials one, randomly chosen, was the PI trial resulting in 10 PI trials per session.  Subjects 

remained on this procedure for a minimum of 50 sessions before drug was administered (Range 

50-77 sessions).   

Drug dosing 

Once average response rate distributions for PI trials appeared stable across 10 days acute 

effects of d-amphetamine were determined.  Five doses of d-amphetamine (0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 1.7, and 

3.0 mg/kg) and saline injections were given twice a week in descending order (saline, 3.0, 1.7, 

1.0. 0.3, 0.1 mg/kg) 20 min prior to experimental conditions.  This dosing cycle was repeated at 

least twice.  Supplemental doses were given as needed to re-determine the dose effect for 

inconsistent effects of the drug.   

Data analysis 

Session average parameters. Total response obtained across each PI trial were averaged 

across the session and plotted in 3-s bins for each subject.  Peak time of responding (point of 

maximal response rate) and the width (s.d.) of the distribution of response rates was estimated 

for each session by a Gaussian function with an added linear component.  

     (2-1) 

For Equation 2-1 a  is a constant, tO is the peak time or timing accuracy, and b  is the s.d. 

(Matell et al., 2004; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  Days on which the coefficient of determination of 

the model fit was less than .6 or the session contained fewer than five peak trials were excluded 
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from this analysis.  This occurred for all administrations of the 3.0 mg/kg dose for Subject 302 

and for one administration of this dose for Subject 593.   

Single trial parameters.  An algorithm described by Cheng and Westwood (1993) and 

Grace et al. (2006) was used to derive measures that describe single trial behavior.  These 

parameters were calculated for each trial then averaged across each session.  The parameters 

derived were start time, stop time, middle, run length, run rate, and number of responses between 

start and stop time.  Start time is defined as the mean over individual trials of the first bin of the 

first two consecutive bins where responding occurs for each single peak trial.  Stop time is 

defined as the mean over individual trials of the first bin of the first two consecutive bins where 

no responding occurs following the start time.  Middle is defined as the average of start time and 

stop time for each PI trial.  Run length is the time between start time and stop time.  Run rate is 

defined as the average response rate for the time period between the start and stop time.  Finally 

the number of responses between start and stop time was calculated for each PI trial and 

averaged across trials.  Single PI trials where fewer than 20 responses occurred were excluded 

from this analysis.  Across subjects this resulted in the exclusion of fewer than 2% of all PI trials.  

It should be noted that these trials all occurred under the higher doses of d-amphetamine. 

Ziggurat analysis.  Individual trials for each session and subject were evaluated in order 

to determine if each trial was best described by a model that only assumes states of responding 

and no or low responding (one-step model) or a model that has two non-zero rates of responding 

and appears more peak-like (two-step model).  The one-step model assumes that when 

responding occurs it does so at a constant rate, whereas the two-step model assumes that 

responding increases and then decreases throughout the individual trial.  This was done by 

plotting responses per second for individual trials and then adjusting the parameters for each 
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model to minimize the sum-squared difference between the predicted and the obtained functions.  

Individual trials were truncated at 90 s for this analysis.  The better fitting function overall was 

then determined by examining a reduced chi-squared statistic.  This statistic allowed for a direct 

comparison of the two models despite the difference in parameters.  It was calculated by dividing 

the total sum squared difference for each model by the degrees of freedom for that model.  The 

fit with the lower reduced chi-squared statistic was the better fit for the obtained data.  The 

parameters assessed for the one-step function included start time, stop time, and response rate.  

The start time indicated the point in the trial when responding consistently increased from a rate 

of zero (see Figure 2-1 for an illustration of all parameters from this assessment).  Stop time 

designated when responding returned to zero.  Response rate identified the average response rate 

obtained between start and stop time in each trial.  The two-step function included two start 

times, two stop times, and two response rates.  The first start time indicated the first increase in 

responding from zero to the first average response rate.  The second start time indicated when 

responding increased again to a second, higher, average response rate.  The first stop time 

specified when responding decreased from the second higher response rate back to the first 

average response rate.  The final stop time was obtained when responding decreased from the 

first response rate back to a rate of zero.   

Rate dependency. Log response rates in each successive 3-s time bin under drug were 

plotted as a function of log response rates for each successive time bin averaged over all baseline 

sessions. These resulting scatter plots were then fit with a straight line of which slope (a) and 

intercept (b) were derived. 

Log (rate under drug) = a log (baseline rate) + b     (2-2) 
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A one-way ANOVA with within subjects’ factor dose was run on the entire group for each 

parameter derived from the session average analysis, individual trial analysis, and rate dependent 

analysis.  Separate statistical tests were used where indicated.  An alpha level of .05 was used in 

all statistical tests. 

Results 

Peak Interval Distributions 

The left column of Figure 2-2 shows the session-average response rates per second during 

peak trials for each subject under each dose.  The effects of d-amphetamine varied across dose 

and subject.  In some cases high doses of d-amphetamine increased responding during all 

portions of the distribution (e.g., Subjects 302, 451 and 593).  In other cases (Subject 95) there 

was a decrease in responding under higher doses.  An increase in the width or spread of the 

distributions occurred at higher doses for Subjects 451, 593, and 662.  Apparent shifts in peak 

time were variable across subjects and doses.   

PI distributions were transformed to reflect changes throughout the distribution under drug 

as a percent of saline for the right column of Figure 2-2.    This data transformation allows for a 

better assessment of changes occurring at various portions of the distribution under drug.  There 

was an increase in responding under drug observed for most portions of the distribution for most 

subjects.  For most subjects large increases in response rate can be seen at the beginning of the 

interval and following where responding tended to decelerate after the time of reinforcement.  A 

decrease in response rate at the typical time reinforcement is delivered on FI trials can also be 

observed at higher doses for Subjects 302 and 662 while there is little change in this portion of 

the distribution for Subjects 95 and 593.  Subject 451 showed increases in this portion of the 

distribution.   With the exception of the increase in rate observed for Subject 451 at the typical 

time of reinforcement, changes under drug correspond to a widening and flattening of the 
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distribution.  These observed changes in response rate were investigated with a two-way 

ANOVA with repeated subjects’ factors dose (there were five doses per replication) and block 

(PI distributions were divided into eight 18-s blocks).  This assessment was conducted on 

individual subjects and on the entire group.  An alpha level of .05 was used to judge significance 

for each test. 

A significant main effect of dose was found for Subjects 451, 593, and for the group 

(lowest F = 7.77, individual subject d.f. = 5, 10 group d.f. = 5, 55, p < .05).  The right column of 

Figure 2-2 shows that for Subjects 451 and 593 the magnitude of change in response rates across 

the distribution increased with increasing doses of d-amphetamine.  This pattern of effects can be 

seen to a smaller degree in the remaining subjects with the exception of Subject 95 who showed 

the smallest change at any portion of the distribution.  There was a main effect of block for 

Subjects 593, 662, and the group (lowest F = 2.92, individual subject d.f. = 7, 14, group d.f. = 7, 

77, p < .05).  Response rates in blocks corresponding to the first 18 s and seconds 90-108 were 

increased the most by drug for both these subjects as well as for the group as a whole.  These 

portions of the distribution contained the lowest observed response rates during baseline 

conditions.  A significant interaction between dose and block was found for all subjects, except 

Subjects 95 and 302, as well as the combined group (lowest F = 1.62, individual subject d.f. = 

35, 70, group d.f. = 35, 385, p < .05).  In general the increasing effect of d-amphetamine on 

response rates were observed during the first 18 s and seconds 90-108 of the distribution.   

In order to further understand where the largest changes were occurring with this 

interaction a post-hoc Scheffe analysis was conducted on these subjects as well as on the group.  

In Figure 2-3 error bars show the minimum change required for a difference to be significant at 

each time bin.  If the value at a particular dose for a particular bin falls outside the range of the 
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error bar then there is a significant change at that dose for that bin.  Table 2-1 summarizes where 

these changes were observed for Subjects 451, 593, 662 and the group.  The areas of the 

distribution that were most changed by the drug were those that had the lowest response rates 

during baseline conditions.  The response rates during the first 18 s of the distribution (bin 1) 

increased with increasing drug dose for these subjects and for the group.  Response rates in bins 

corresponding to 90-125 s (bins 5-6) were significantly altered by higher drug doses for Subject 

451 as well. 

Gaussian Derived Parameters and Estimates on Session Average Peak Trials 

To assess the effects of d-amphetamine on particular aspects of the pigeons’ behavior a 

Gaussian distribution with an added linear component (Cheng and Westwood, 1993; Matell et 

al., 2004; see methods above) was fit to the response rates of the daily average distributions for 

each subject.  The two parameters derived from the curve fitting procedure on the session 

average distribution, peak time and standard deviation (s.d.), are shown as a percent of saline in 

Figure 2-4.  Various effects of drug on peak time were seen across subjects.  There was no 

change in peak time across doses for Subject 95 while some increases in peak time were 

observed for Subject 302.  Decreases with increasing drug dose can be seen for Subjects 593 and 

662.  The largest of these decreases occurred under the 3.0 mg/kg dose where peak time fell to 

about 50% of baseline levels for Subject 593.  Subject 451 showed a large decrease in peak time 

under the 1.7 mg/kg dose.  A significant main effect of dose was found for the group for peak 

time (F = 2.82, d.f. = 5, 25, p < .05).  As can be seen in Figure 2-4 the decrease in peak time was 

large for Subjects 593 and 662 while there is little decrease in this parameter for other subjects.  

It is most likely the effect of drug for these two subjects that led to this significant effect of dose.   

An increase in s.d. with increasing drug dose can be seen for Subjects 95, 593, and 662.  

There was no change in s.d. across all doses for Subject 302.  The only increase in s.d. observed 
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for Subject 451 was under the 1.7 mg/kg dose.  A significant main effect of dose was found for 

s.d. (F = 6.03, d.f. = 5, 25, p < .01).   S.d. increased relative to baseline by over 100% at the 

higher doses of d-amphetamine for three subjects and under the 1.7 mg/kg dose for Subject 451.   

Parameters Derived from Single Trials 

An assessment of individual peak trials within each session was also conducted according 

to the methods of Grace et al. (2006; see methods above). Parameters derived from assessing 

changes in individual trials are shown in Figure 2-5.  Start time decreased with increasing dose 

for Subjects 95, 451, 593, and 662 (1st row, Figure 2-5).  The largest of these decreases can be 

seen under the highest doses of d-amphetamine.  Subject 302’s start time initially decreased 

slightly under low doses but then returned to saline levels under high doses.  A significant main 

effect of dose was found for start time for the group (F = 3.33, d.f. = 5, 55, p < .05).   

There was little effect of drug on stop time for Subjects 95, 302, and 662 with some 

exceptions at the highest dose for Subject 662 where stop time decreased (2nd row, Figure 2-5).  

There was an increase in stop time across doses for Subjects 451 and 593 however, no significant 

main effects were found (F = 0.75).   

Small variable changes were observed for the middle parameter across subjects (3rd row, 

Figure 2-5).  Little effect was seen for Subjects 95 and 302 and increases were seen for Subjects 

451 and 593.  Subject 662 showed a consistent decrease in middle across doses.  There were no 

significant effects found for this parameter either (F = 1.07).      

The effect of d-amphetamine on run length varied across subjects and doses (4th row, 

Figure 2-5).  There was little effect of the drug on run length for Subjects 95 and 302.  An 

increase in run length can be seen under most doses for Subjects 451, 593 and 662.  Sometimes 

there was more than a 100% increase detected.  There were no significant main effects found for 

run length (F = 1.42).   
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Run rate (5th row, Figure 2-5) was unaffected by d-amphetamine for Subjects 95, 302, 593, 

and 662.  An increase in run rate with increasing doses was evident for Subject 451.  There were 

no significant main effects found (F = 0.25).    

Substantial increases in the number of responses between start and stop time can be seen 

for Subjects 451, 593, and 662 across some doses of d-amphetamine (6th row, Figure 2-5).  There 

was relatively little change for the other two subjects.  There were no significant main effects 

found for the group (largest F = 1.07).   

Individual Subjects vs. Group Average Data 

 Figure 2-6 shows the average effect of drug on parameters derived from the session 

average analysis and individual trial analysis.  When data are averaged across subjects a clear 

decrease in peak time is observed.  A 10-15% decrease in peak time was observed at the higher 

doses.  S.d. increases for the average of all subjects with increasing drug dose.  A 20% increase 

was seen at the 3.0 mg/kg dose.   Start time decreases and stop time increased with increasing 

drug dose.  No change in the middle parameter was observed for the group average.  The largest 

increases for the groups were observed in the number of responses between start and stop time.  

An increase of 40% was seen at the highest dose.   

Ziggurat Analysis 

 Figure 2-7 provides examples of obtained individual trial response rates (solid line) for 

Subject 95 across various doses of d-amphetamine.  The one-step function is represented by the 

dashed line and the two-step function is shown by the dotted line.  These examples are typical of 

the remaining subjects.  As can be seen in these examples there does appear to be a peak-like 

nature to some individual trials while other trials are better described by a single-step function.  

Individual trials obtained under the 1.0, 1.7 and 3.0 mg/kg doses are examples where a one-step 

function better described the data.  While occasional bins contain rates higher than the average 
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rate predicted by a one-step function these distributions overall were better described by the one-

step model.  When responding occurred, response rates were relatively uniform resulting in a 

flatter distribution.  The other graphs in this figure provide examples where a two-step function 

better described the data.  In these examples a clear increase in responding from a rate of zero is 

followed by a second increase in response giving the impression of a peak-like distribution. 

 To better quantify whether a peak-like distribution was observed under individual trials, 

Figure 2-8 plots the number of trials for each subject that were best described by a one-or two-

step model or by neither model as determined by the reduced chi-squared statistic.  When fewer 

than 20 responses occurred on a particular trial neither model was a satisfactory to fit to the data.  

In general for all subjects a two-step function described more individual trials under saline and 

low doses of d-amphetamine.  As the dose of d-amphetamine increased the two-step function 

accounted for fewer of the individual trials.  This increase in the number of trials accounted for 

by a one-step function, and decrease in number of trials accounted for by a two-step function 

with increasing drug dose can be seen across all subjects.  In addition for some subjects the 

number of trials that was not well described by either function because it  contained less than 20 

responses increased.  This impression was substantiated by a repeated measures two-way 

ANOVA with within-subjects factors Model (one or two-step) and Dose (saline - 3.0 mg/kg 

doses).  A significant main effect for model was found (F = 43.14, d.f. = 1, 4, p < .01).  The two-

step function accounted for more trials overall.  There was also a significant interaction between 

model and dose (F = 4.73, d.f. = 5, 20, p < .01).  This interaction can be seen in the increase in 

the number of trials best described by the one-step model and decrease for the two-step model 

with increasing drug dose.  No main effect of dose was found (F = 0.87). 
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Rate Dependency 

Rate dependency has been used to describe results obtained in timing experiments using 

drugs (Knealing and Schaal, 2000; Odum, 2002; Saulsgiver et al., 2006, 2007).  In these 

experiments there is an increase in lower response rates while higher response rates either 

decrease or are altered to a lesser degree by the drug.  To evaluate whether rate dependent 

changes occurred in this experiment, response rates in each successive 3-s bin of the session-

averaged PI trials under drug were plotted against baseline average response rates in the same 3-s 

bins on log axes.  Figure 2-9 shows scatter plots of the average for each drug dose against saline 

on log axes for the entire PI distribution.  Each plot was fit with a separate linear function 

(Equation 2) from which the slope and intercept were derived.  The solid line in each plot has a 

slope equal to one and intercept of zero which would imply that the response rates are unchanged 

from baseline.  An increase in the intercept alone would indicate that response rates increased 

equally for the entire distribution whereas a decrease in intercept would indicate that response 

rates had decreased.  A decrease in slope occurs when low response rates increase and/or high 

response rates decrease.  An increase in slope could suggest that low response rates have 

decreased and/or high response rates have increased.  Rate dependent changes for amphetamine 

are typically characterized by decreases in slope and increases in intercept.  Visual inspection of 

the linear fits in Figure 2-9 show that low response rates increased under d-amphetamine while 

higher response rates decreased, or were left unchanged especially at the higher doses for all 

subjects.   

Figure 2-10 shows the resulting intercepts and slopes for each subject at each dose of 

amphetamine.  Increases in intercept can be seen for all subjects especially at the highest doses 

of d-amphetamine.  Lower doses of drug tended to decrease or had no effect on intercept across 
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subjects.  This increasing trend in intercept with increasing dose resulted in a significant main 

effect of dose (F = 18.32, d.f. = 5, 50, p < 0.05).     

The effect of d-amphetamine on slope varied across subjects.  Slope decreased especially 

at the highest doses for Subjects 95 and 662.  There was little change or small increases in slope 

observed for subjects 451 and 593.  Subject 302 showed decreases under the lower doses and an 

increase under the 1.7 mg/kg dose.  Despite these inconsistencies there was a significant main 

effect of dose (F = 3.54, d.f. = 5, 50, p < 0.05).  This significant effect of dose is most 

pronounced for Subjects 95, 302, and 662. 

Discussion 

SET postulates that subjects exposed to the PI procedure and administered dopamine 

agonists should show a decrease in peak time relative to baseline (Gibbon, 1977; 1992; Gibbon 

and Church, 1984; Gibbon et al., 1997).  This theory also states that the variance in time 

estimates should not increase with decreases in peak time; rather the variance should remain 

proportional to the mean interval to be timed.  The data presented for peak time and s.d. together 

do not support these predictions.  When subjects were examined separately only two (593 and 

662, Figure 2-4) showed a clear decrease in peak time with increasing drug dose.  When the 

average peak time was examined (Figure 2-6) however, there was a clear decrease in peak time 

for the group.  Drug effects on s.d. for individuals as compared to the group average were 

similar.  When subjects were examined separately only three showed an increase in s.d. (95, 593, 

and 662, Figure 2-4).  When subjects were averaged together there was a increase in s.d. (Figure 

2-6).  Regardless of which data presentation is used to represent the data, SET is not supported.  

If the average is used then the required decrease in peak time is achieved but it is accompanied 

by an average increase in s.d. which violates SET predictions.  On the other hand if individual 

subjects are assessed then a decrease in peak time is not seen for most subjects.  It should be 
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noted however, that this lack of decrease in peak time seen for some subjects in this experiment 

may be similar in other experiments, however since only one other study reported individual 

peak times across subjects (Saulsgiver et al., 2006) it difficult to determine.  It is also possible 

that the absence of a decrease in peak time here is due to other variations in procedures used here 

in comparison to other studies (i.e., ratio of FI to PI trials, session length, training history).  

Furthermore in cases were a decrease in peak time is observed (Subjects 593 and 662) there is 

also a clear increase in s.d. for these subjects, again violating SET predictions. 

Data from the single trial analysis contradicts SET to a greater degree.  There was no 

consistent change observed for the middle parameter regardless of data presentation (Figure 2-5 

and 2-6).  The middle parameter has been taken to be synonymous with peak time in that it 

indicates temporal accuracy (Taylor et al., 2007).  A decrease in this parameter is needed to 

support SET at the level of the individual trial.  Run length is similar to s.d. in that it is taken to 

be a measure of the variance in time estimates from trial to trial (Taylor et al., 2007).  Run length 

increased for two subjects (451 and 593, Figure 2-5) and there was little change for the other 

three when subjects were examined independently.  When the average was examined (Figure 2-

6) however, there was an increase observed.  As stated before, SET predicts that temporal 

perception should decrease and the width of the distribution should decrease proportionally.  

This was not the case for these data. 

Increases in the variance of time estimates under drug have been taken to indicate a loss of 

stimulus control as exerted by the schedule in place (Saulsgiver et al., 2005).  Increases in this 

width could result from rate-dependent like changes in behavior (Odum et al., 2002; Saulsgiver 

et al., 2007).  This characterization states that under stimulants low response rates should 

increase and/or high response rates should decrease or be left unaffected (Dews, 1958, 1970).  
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This would be reflected by an increase in the intercept and a decrease in the slope parameter.  

When logged drug response rates were plotted as a function of logged baseline response rates 

and fit with a straight line, intercept increased with increasing drug dose for all subjects (Figure 

2-10).  Slope decreased with increasing drug dose for three subjects.  The remaining two subjects 

(451 and 593) showed a variable effect of drug on slope.  When the scatter plots for these two 

subjects are examined more closely (Figure 2-9) it can be seen that slope was relatively 

unchanged due to an increase in responding observed for higher response rates under drug.  

These rate dependent changes resulted in an increase in the width of the distribution by 

increasing low rates before and after the typical time of reinforcement.  These impressions are 

further supported by the analysis conducted on the PI distributions (Figure 2-2 and 2-3).  The 

portions of the distribution that were most altered by drug was the segment of the distribution 

that had lower response rates under baseline conditions.  This widening of the distribution caused 

by increases in responding early and late in the trial conforms to an account that implicates the 

loss of stimulus control as the main effect of stimulant drugs on temporally organized behavior 

(Knealing and Schaal, 2002; McClure et al., 2005; Odum et al., 2002; Saulsgiver et al., 2007). 

 These results show that changes in behavior found at the session average level do not 

wholly reflect changes observed at the individual trial level.  Peak time, derived from the session 

average analysis, and middle, taken from the single trial analysis, have been both been postulated 

to represent temporal accuracy (Taylor et al. 2007).  In this experiment however there was an 

inconsistent effect of d-amphetamine on these two parameters.  There was a significant main 

effect of dose found for peak time while no main effects were found for middle across subjects.  

A closer look at Figures 2-4 and 2-5 shows the effect seen for each variable for each specific 

subject does not always match.  There was an increase in peak time for Subject 302 across all 
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doses of d-amphetamine but a decrease in middle was observed for the lower three doses.  The 

only effect of d-amphetamine on peak time for Subject 451 was a decrease seen at the 1.7 mg/kg 

dose.  Contrary to this d-amphetamine increased the middle parameter across all doses for this 

subject.  The decrease in peak time observed for Subject 593 was not observed for the middle 

parameter, rather an increase was observed.  The effect of d-amphetamine on Subjects 95 and 

662’s peak time and middle was similar across analyses however variations in the magnitude of 

the effect can be observed.  A similar pattern of differences can be seen for s.d. and run length 

parameters both of which represent the spread of responding for the session average and 

individual trials respectively (Matell et al., 2006).   

When the average effect is examined for these parameters across analyses there is still a 

discrepancy in effect seen between peak time and middle.  The average peak time decreases 

while there is no change in the average middle parameter.  These differences across analyses 

have been reported before (Matell et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  Table 2-2 shows the general 

effect of drug on each of these parameters for this and previous experiments.  Matell et al. (2006) 

and this experiment showed a lack of consistency across the peak time and the middle parameter.  

Taylor et al. (2007) and Matell et al. (2006) showed divergent results for the s.d. and the run 

length parameter.  Taylor et al. (2007) found no change in s.d. under drug but found an increase 

in run length.  An increase in s.d. was reported under drug by Matell et al. (2006) while run 

length decreased.  If these parameters are meant to illustrate the same aspect of behavior just at 

different levels of analysis one would expect similar effects of drug to be shown within an 

experiment.  If there are differences in the results obtained from each analysis which is the best 

one to use?   
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 In an attempt to answer this question a novel assessment was used.  Each PI trial was fit 

with two different models, one based on the assumptions of an individual trial analysis (one-step 

model) and one based on the session average analysis assumptions (two-step model).  This 

analysis revealed that the majority of trials under saline and low doses of d-amphetamine are 

similar in appearance to the session average distributions typically used.  As drug dose increased 

however, these individual trials became less and less peak-like in form.  Individual peak trials 

appeared flatter and were not necessarily represented by the session average form.  This impression 

of individual trials validates using a session average analysis to assess changes under low doses of 

d-amphetamine but calls into question the use of this analysis when a peak-like form is no longer 

present under higher doses.   

Figure 2-6 shows the average effect of d-amphetamine on parameters derived from the 

session average analysis and single trial analysis.  When these panels are compared to the 

corresponding panels in Figures 2-4 and 2-5 it is clear that individual variability is lost.  If data 

were assessed at this level, one would have to conclude that there was a decrease in peak time 

with increasing drug dose, however when subjects were examined individually this effect was 

only seen for two subjects.  A similar difference between individual subjects and the group 

average can be seen for s.d..  A clear increase in s.d. is seen for the average but this effect is only 

apparent for two subjects.  This pattern of effects across parameters holds for the single trial 

analysis.  

The data presented here are consistent with other published reports that failed to support 

and supported SET (Bayley et al., 1998; Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 1987; Kraemer et 

al., 1997; Matell et al., 2006; Saulsgiver et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  It may be that 

differences in procedure could account for the inconsistencies in reported data seen here and 
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across other experiments.  These differences could include training time, the length of the 

session, and the delay between drug dosing and behavioral testing.  Some of these procedural 

differences and how they contribute to obtained results will be explored in Experiment 2. 
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Table 2-1.  Post-hoc Scheffe results by bin assessing where significant departures 

from baseline rates of responding occurred 
 451 593 662 All Subjects 
Bin 1 1.0, 1.7, and 3.0  3.0  1.7and 3.0  1.7 and 3.0  
Bin 2     
Bin 3     
Bin 4     
Bin 5 1.7 and 3.0     
Bin 6 3.0     
Bin 7     
Bin 8     
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Table 2-2.  A comparison of drug effect on parameters derived from a session average and a 

individual trial analysis for the current and two previous experiments. 
  Saulsgiver et al. Taylor et al. (2007) Matell et al. (2006) 

Peak time Some ↓ 
(Avg: ↓) 

↓ ↓ 

Middle Variable 
(Avg: No change) 

↓ No change 

SD Some ↑ 
(Avg: ↑) 

No change ↑ 

Run length ↑ ↑* ↓ 

*Note: This parameter was not reported for Taylor et al. (2007).  Start time and stop time were 
however reported so run length was derived from those two measures for the purpose of this 
report.
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Figure 2-1.  Example individual trial data across various doses of d-amphetamine.  A solid line 

represents the actual obtained data for a particular trial.  Long-dashes and dotted lines 
represent the fitted one- and two- step function in the top and bottom panel 
respectively.  Circles and arrows show examples of the derived parameters for each 
model. 
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Figure 2-2.  The left column shows the condition average response rates per 3-s bin during peak 
trials for each subject under each dose of d-amphetamine.   The right column shows 
the changes throughout the distribution under drug as a percent of saline.  The solid 
line represents the average distribution under saline, the long-dashed line shows the 
average distribution under the 0.1 mg/kg dose, the short-dashed line shows the 
average distribution under the 0.3 mg/kg dose, the dotted line shows the average 
distribution under the 1.0 mg/kg dose, the long-dash, single dot line shows the 
average distribution under the 1.7 mg/kg dose, and the long-dash, double dotted line 
shows the average distribution under the 3.0 mg/kg dose. 
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Figure 2-3.  Response rates as a percent of saline are shown for each 18-s bin.  The minimum 
change required for a significant difference to be found at each bin is represented by 
the error bars.  If the value at a particular dose for a particular bin falls outside the 
range of the error bar then there is a significant change at that dose for that bin.  Note 
the y-axis scale difference for Subject 622. 
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Figure 2-4.  Peak Time and standard deviation derived from the curve fitting methods described 

in Methods for the session average distributions shown as a percent of saline.  The 
solid line represents the mean of all values. 
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Figure 2-5.  Start time, stop time, middle, run length, run rate, and number of responses between 

start and stop times derived from the single trial analysis are shown as a percent of 
saline.  All other features of the figure are identical to Figure 2-4. 
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Figure 2-6.  The group average drug effect on parameters from Figure 2-4 and 2-5 are shown as a 

percent of saline.  Standard error is shown by the error bars. 
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Figure 2-7.  Example individual trial data across various doses of d-amphetamine.  A solid line 

represents the actual obtained data for a particular trial.  Long-dashes and dotted lines 
represent the fitted one- and two- step function respectively. 
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Figure 2-8.  The number of individual trials best accounted for by a one- and two-step function 

across all doses for all subjects.  A gray bar represents the number of trials that no 
function would work for, a black bar show the number of trials best fit by a one-step 
function and the white bar shows the number of trials best fit by a two-step function. 
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Figure 2-9.  Log session average response rates under drug conditions as a function of log 

response rates averaged across all baseline sessions for the entire trial for each 
subject.  A line of unit slope indicates no change in response rates from baseline.  
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Figure 2-10.  Slope and intercept derived from the scatter plots showing log session average 

response rates under drug conditions as a function of log response rates averaged 
across all baseline sessions for the entire interval.  All other features of the figure are 
identical to Figure 2-4. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENT 2 

Killeen and Fetterman’s (1988) Behavioral Theory of Timing (BET) states that mediating 

behaviors are elicited by signals of reinforcement and that these mediating behaviors may assist 

in discriminating the passage of time.  Identifying and measuring these mediating behaviors has 

been difficult.  One possible solution to this problem is to program a concurrent task and allow 

for the adjunctive or collateral behavior to develop on this alternative task.  Sanabria and 

colleagues (2005) showed that behavior was temporally regulated under a PI schedule when a 

concurrent task was available.  It is possible that behavior that occurs on this concurrent task 

could come to assist in timing.  If mediating behavior develops on this concurrent task while 

subjects learn to time, and this collateral behavior assists in mediating the passage of time, then 

changes in the alternative task may predict changes in timing.  BET predicts that as mediating 

behavior declines in rate timing accuracy will also decrease.  The current experiment aims to test 

predictions of BET, SET and rate dependency on a concurrent PI RR schedule.  The degree to 

which d-amphetamine disrupts stimulus control under these schedules will also be explored. 

 Recent research has shown that the interval from d- and meth-amphetamine 

administration to behavioral testing can impact observed behavioral changes (Cevik, 2003; 

Pinkston, 2006).  The time between methamphetamine administration and testing was 

manipulated within a temporal discrimination task with rats by Cevik.  When an analysis was 

performed on both the first and second halves of the experimental sessions, differences in the 

degree of flattening of the psychophysical functions were observed.  There was more flattening 

or loss of accuracy at the extreme values of the psychophysical function observed under drug 

during the first 80 minutes of each session than during minutes 100-180 of experimental testing.  

These results indicate that time between methamphetamine administration and behavioral testing 
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is an important variable to consider when investigating temporal discrimination.  The current 

experiment explores whether time differences between drug administration and behavioral 

testing result in similar differences under a PI procedure.  This experiment will test the impact of 

a range of delays between drug administration and behavioral testing while controlling session 

length to investigate the impact delay to behavioral testing and session length have on obtained 

results. 

 Ward and Odum (2005) investigated the impact of non-pharmacological disruptors on 

timing behavior.  One method used was to pre-feed subjects prior to experimentation.  This 

manipulation was shown to disrupt temporal discrimination under a MTSD procedure.  The acute 

effects of pre-session feeding on behavior under a PI schedule will also be examined in the 

current experiment.  BET holds that the pacemaker is tied to the rate or value of reinforcement 

and that as that rate or value decreases, either through extinction or satiation, timing accuracy 

will also diminish.  A comparison between this disruptor and d-amphetamine will also be 

included.  

Method 

Subjects 

Five experimentally naïve White Carneau pigeons served as subjects.  Care and housing of 

these subjects was identical to that used in Experiment 1. 

Apparatus 

 Identical to Experiment 1. 

Procedure 

Training 

Subjects were magazine trained by reinforcing successive approximation to approaching 

the hopper when the hopper light was on prior to experimental sessions. Auto-shaping (Brown 
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and Jenkins, 1968) was used to establish key pecking on both the left and right keys. When 

responding was established on both keys, subjects were placed on a fixed-ratio (FR) 2 schedule.  

The FR 2 schedule was in effect on the left key when the red key light was illuminated and on 

the right key when the green key light was illuminated.  The active key alternated every five 

minutes.  The ratio incremented across sessions to an FR 15 schedule with 40 scheduled 

reinforcer deliveries (20 on each key).  Upon completion of these sessions, subjects were placed 

on a concurrent discrete trial FI 10-sec RR 10 schedule.  The FI schedule was in effect on the left 

key under the red stimulus light and the RR schedule was in effect on the right key under the 

green stimulus light.  The FI schedule was trained by first implementing a FI 10-sec schedule on 

the left key.  This interval value was increased by 5 sec across subsequent sessions to a terminal 

value of 30 sec.  Inter-trial intervals (ITI: average 20 sec) where the keylights and houselight 

were terminated separated FI trials.  Food deliveries were a 3-sec hopper presentation for both 

schedules.  When a food delivery and an ITI commenced all key lights were extinguished and the 

RR schedule was not in effect.   The RR schedule was shaped by first programming a RR 10 

schedule on the right key.  This value was incremented by steps of 10 to a terminal value of 60 

across sessions.  There was no programmed ITI for this schedule.  When food was delivered for 

responding on the RR schedule the scheduled interval was still in effect on the FI schedule.  A 

change-over-delay (COD) of 2 sec was used to prevent adventitious reinforcement of switching 

keys.  The resulting schedule was a concurrent FI 30-sec RR 60 schedule.  The houselight was 

illuminated throughout the experimental session and terminated only during the ITI.  Sessions 

lasted a minimum of 60 minutes and a maximum of 80 minutes.  If 50 food deliveries had been 

earned on the FI schedule and 60 minutes had passed the session terminated.   
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After responding stabilized on both the FI and the RR schedules PI trials were added.  One 

out of every five FI trials, randomly chosen, became an extinction trial that lasted for 90 sec.  

Only sessions in which subjects completed at least 40 FI trials and 10 PI trials were analyzed 

from this point forward in training.  The RR schedule value was adjusted for some subjects so 

that an assessable level of responding on the PI schedule occurred.  These manipulations resulted 

in Subjects 453, 739, and 930 being on a concurrent PI 30-sec RR 60 schedule and Subjects 551 

and 739 being on a concurrent PI 30-sec RR 90 schedule. 

Drug administration  

D-amphetamine was administered in a decreasing acute fashion using saline, 0.3, 1.0, 1.7, 

2.25 and 3.0 mg/kg doses twice weekly.  Subjects were first administered saline then received 

the 3.0 mg/kg dose on the subsequent acute day.  Other doses followed in a decreasing order then 

the order was repeated.  Subjects also experienced a pre-feeding session on the acute day 

following the lowest dose of drug.  Subjects had 15 min access to 60 grams of food prior to the 

start of an experimental session or programmed delay for these sessions.  At least two 

administrations of each dose and pre-session feeding were examined for each delay.  All 

intervening non-drug/pre-session feeding days served as control.  Supplemental dosing for 

inconsistent drug effects was given as needed.   

This acute dosing regimen was repeated across four different delays between drug 

administration and behavioral testing.  The delays examined were 0, 30, 60, and 90 minutes.  The 

orders of exposure to delays were counterbalanced across subjects.  Subjects 453 and 930 were 

exposed to the delays in a descending order and Subjects 135, 551, and 739 experienced the 

delays in ascending order.   The delay was programmed into the experimental session so that 

subjects were injected or fed and then placed directly into the experimental apparatus.  The 

specified delay then counted down and the session began once the delay had expired.  Subjects 
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were only exposed to a new delay if all acute drug and pre-feed administrations for the current 

delay were complete.  Subjects were then exposed to the new delay for a minimum of 10 days 

without drug or pre-session feeding.  Stability was reassessed before a new series of acute 

administrations took place. 

Data analysis      

Session average parameters. Response rates across each PI trial were averaged across the 

session and plotted in 3-s bins for each subject.  A Gaussian function with an added linear 

component was then fit to the remaining data (see methods Experiment 1).  Peak time of 

responding (point of maximal response rate) and the width (standard deviation) of the 

distribution of response rates was estimated for each session using these fits.  Sessions that 

contained fewer than 10 PI trials were excluded from this analysis.  Wait time, the time between 

the start of a trial and the first response, was also recorded for each trial.   

Rate dependency. The same rate-dependent analysis that was carried out on data from 

Experiment 1 was used for this experiment.   

Additional parameters.  The number of responses, excluding those during the COD, for 

each schedule was recorded.  The durations spent on both the PI and RR schedules were 

documented, as was the number of switches from one schedule to the other.    Inter-response 

times on the RR schedule were also recorded. 

A two-way ANOVA with within subjects’ factors dose (pre-session feeding was included 

here) and delay was run on the entire group and for individual subjects for each parameter.  An 

alpha level of .05 was used in all statistical tests. 
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Results 

Peak Interval Distributions 

 The most consistent finding across all subjects, drug doses, pre-session feeding and 

delays was that d-amphetamine tended to increase low rates of responding early and later in the 

trial and decreased high rates.  This effect resulted in response-rate distributions becoming wider 

and flatter.  Figure 3-1 shows the average response rates per second during peak trials for all 

subjects for each dose at each delay.  When no delay was in place (top panel) the average effect 

was to increase the low rates of responding that occur early and late in the interval under higher 

doses of d-amphetamine and pre-session feeding, resulting in wider distributions.  Low doses of 

drug had less of an effect.  A leftward shift in the distribution can be seen under the 1.7 and 2.25 

mg/kg dose.  Following a 30-min delay low response rates increased under all doses of drug and 

pre-session feeding.  A leftward shift in the location of the peak rate of responding can be seen 

for the 1.0, 1.7, and 2.25 mg/kg doses.  There is less of an increase in low rates prior to the 

typical time of reinforcement under the 60-min delay condition across most doses.  Increases in 

low rates after the typical type of reinforcement can be seen for most doses of drug.  Pre-session 

feeding had less of an effect overall at this delay.  Following a 90-min delay, the 1.7 and 2.25 

mg/kg doses of d-amphetamine had the largest impact on the PI distribution.  Low response rates 

throughout the distribution were increased under these doses resulting in a widening of the 

distribution.  The location of the peak time of responding appears to have shifted leftwards under 

the 2.25 mg/kg dose.  Other doses of drug increased low rates of responding to a lesser degree 

and decreased high rates of responding at about the time of typical reinforcement.  Similar rate 

decreasing effects can be seen across all delays under pre-session feeding and the 3.0 mg/kg 

dose. 
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Figure 3-2 shows the average response rates per second during peak trials for individual 

subjects for each dose under each delay.  Effects of d-amphetamine on these distributions varied 

by dose and delay.  After the no delay condition (top row), Subject 135’s PI distributions (1st 

column) showed very little change from saline.  There is some depression in response rate with 

increasing d-amphetamine and there is evidence that low response rates early in the interval are 

increasing under drug.  A widening and flattening of the PI distributions are apparent for 

Subjects 453 (2nd column), 593 (3rd column), and 930 (5th column) under this delay.  Low 

response rates have increased throughout the distribution under higher doses of drug and pre-

session feeding for Subject 739 (4th column).  This resulted in the PI distributions becoming 

wider and flatter throughout the interval.  A leftward shift in the peak time of responding is 

apparent for this subject under most dose of d-amphetamine and pre-session feeding. 

Following the 30-min delay (2nd row) d-amphetamine decreased response rates around the 

location of peak responding for Subject 135, resulting in a flattening of the curve.    Low rates of 

responding throughout the interval increased under drug and pre-session feeding for Subjects 

453, 551, and 739 resulting in a widening of the distribution.  Leftward shifts in the location of 

peak time can be seen under the 3.0 mg/kg dose for Subject 551 and under all doses and pre-

session feeding for Subject 739.  There is little disruption of Subject 930’s PI distribution under 

most doses of drug.  The 3.0 mg/kg dose and pre-session feeding depressed response rate for this 

subject. 

An increase in responding throughout the interval, following the 60-min delay (3rd row), 

relative to saline can be seen under most doses of drug for Subject 135.  There are decreases in 

the response rate at the peak time of responding for all doses of drug and pre-session feeding for 

Subjects 453 and 551, under low doses of drug and pre-session feeding for Subject 739 and 
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under higher doses of drug and pre-session feeding for Subject 930.  A rightwards shift in the 

location of peak time can be seen under pre-session feeding for Subject 551.  Leftward shifts in 

the distribution under most doses of drug can be seen for Subjects 739 and 930. 

Under the 90-min delay condition (bottom row), there is little effect of drug on the PI 

distribution for Subjects 135 and 930.  Pre-session feeding however decreased responding 

throughout the distribution.  There was a widening in the PI distribution under most doses of 

drug for Subject 453.  Only the highest dose and pre-session feeding resulted in a depression of 

rates around the location of peak time for this subject.  Increases in response rates under drug and 

pre-session feeding can be seen for Subjects 551 and 739, resulting in a wider distribution. 

Gaussian Derived Parameters and Estimates on Session Average Peak Trials 

 Figure 3-3 shows the average change in each Gaussian derived parameter (peak time and 

s.d.) and wait time as a percent of saline across all doses of d-amphetamine and pre-session 

feeding.  Parameters derived from fitting a Gaussian distribution with an added linear component 

to the PI distributions will be discussed first.  Figure 3-4 shows these parameters across delays 

for individual subjects.  Tables 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 present the F-statistic and p-value for significant 

effects across the group average and individual subjects for factors of delay, dose and delay by 

dose interaction respectively.  If no value is listed then no significant effects were found for the 

group or individual subjects. 

As seen in Table 3-2 there was a significant main effect on all measure of dose for the 

group average.  A decreasing trend in peak time with increasing drug dose when subjects were 

averaged together can be seen in Figure 3-3 across all delays.  There was no main effect of delay 

or delay by dose interaction for the group.   

A significant main effect of delay (Table 3-1) was found for Subject 135 but no main effect 

of dose (Table 3-2) or a delay by dose interaction (Table 3-3).  There was no change in peak time 
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across doses of drug, pre-session feeding, and delay for this subject following all delays except 

the 0-min delay.  There was an increasing trend in peak time with increasing drug doses 

(excluding the 2.2.5 mg/kg dose) when no delay was in place.      

There was little effect of dose on peak time for Subject 453 across most delays.  There 

were observed decreases in peak time under higher doses of drug under the 30-min delay.  A 

significant main effect of delay was found for peak time. No other significant effects were found.  

Pre-session feeding had no effect. 

A significant main effect of delay and dose was found for peak time for Subject 739.  

There was a separation of drug effects between delays seen at lower doses of d-amphetamine and 

pre-session feeding.  Peak time was unaffected at low doses following the 30- and 90-min delay 

but decreased at higher doses under both delays.  Peak time decreased under all doses of drug 

following the 0- and 60-min delay.  Pre-session feeding decreased peak time following the 0-, 

30-, and 60-min delays but had no effect following the 90-min delay.   

No significant main effects on peak time were found for Subjects 551 and 930.  There were 

variable effects on peak time observed for these subjects across delays and doses.       

A seen in Figure 3-3, there was an increase in s.d. with increasing drug dose and pre-

session feeding across all delays resulting in a significant main effect of dose for the group 

average.         

A significant main effect of dose on s.d. for Subject 551 was found.  An increase in s.d. 

with increasing drug dose under all delays can be seen in Figure 3-4.  The magnitude of these 

increases varied across dose for each delay.  Pre-session feeding increased s.d. for this subject 

under the 30- and 60-min delays.  In general as dose increased the width of the distribution 

increased for this subject. 
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There was an increasing trend with increasing drug dose in s.d. observed for Subject 739 at 

all delays except the 60-min delay.  These increases were greatest during the no delay condition.  

There was no change in s.d. observed under the 60-min delay.  Pre-session feeding increased s.d. 

under the 0- and 90-min delay and decreased s.d. under the 30-min delay.  A significant 

interaction between delay and dose was found for Subject 739.   

Low doses of d-amphetamine decreased s.d. during the 0- and 90-min delay condition for 

Subject 930.  As dose increased s.d. also increased from saline under all delays except at the 3.0 

mg/kg dose.  At this dose s.d. decreased following the 30-, 60- and 90-min delays relative to the 

2.2 mg/kg dose.  A significant main effect of delay and dose and a significant interaction 

between delay and dose on s.d. were found for Subject 930. 

No significant main effects or interactions on s.d. were found for Subjects 135 and 453. 

A decrease in wait time with increasing drug dose for the average of all subjects can be 

seen in Figure 3-3.  This corresponds to subjects initiating responding earlier in the trial than 

under saline conditions.  Under all delays wait time decreased on average for the group.  There 

was a significant main effect of delay and dose on wait time for the group average.  There was 

some separation of drug effects at the higher doses of d-amphetamine with the effect following 

the 90-min delay being the greatest (50% decrease under the 3.0 mg/kg dose).  There was little 

effect of pre-session feeding on wait time for the average of the group across delays.   

There was a decreasing trend in wait time with increasing drug dose observed across 

delays for Subjects 135 and 739.  Increases in wait time were observed following pre-session 

feeding under the no delay condition for Subject.  Pre-session feeding decreased wait time 

following all delays for Subject 739.  A significant main effect of dose was found for these 

subjects.     
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Wait time decreased with increasing dose up to the 2.25 mg/kg dose for Subject 930 under 

the 30-, 60-, and 90-min delays.  At the 3.0 mg/kg dose wait time increased to saline levels 

following the 60-min delay.  Pre-session feeding had little effect on wait time.  A significant 

main effect of dose was found (F = 4.33, d.f. = 6, 6, p < .05).   

No significant main effects or interactions on wait time were found for Subjects 453 and 

551.   

Additional Parameters 

 Additional parameters derived from this experiment for the group average (Figure 3-3) 

and for individual subjects (Figure 3-5) are presented as a percent of saline.  There was a 

decrease in the number of responses made on the RR schedule with drug and pre-session feeding 

on average across subjects and delays.  A significant main effect of dose (Table 3-2) was found 

for the group.   

An overall decrease in the number of responses under the RR schedule was seen across 

delays for Subjects 453, 739, and 930.  Higher doses of d-amphetamine completely eliminated 

responding on this schedule after the 60- and 90-min delay and pre-session feeding reduced 

responding under this schedule across delays for Subject 453.  This resulted in a significant main 

effect of delay (Table 3-1) for Subject 453.  A significant main effect of dose was found for 

Subjects 453, 739, and 930.  This is most likely due to the decreasing effect pre-session feeding 

had on behavior across all delays for these subjects.  A significant interaction between delay and 

dose (Table 3-3) was found for Subjects 453 and 930.  The interaction was most likely caused by 

the discrepancy in drug effect observed under the some delay condition relative to others. 

D-amphetamine did not alter the number of responses made on the RR schedule for subject 

551 across the three shortest delays.  There was a decrease in the number of responses following 
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the 90-min delay at the higher doses of drug.  Pre-session feeding decreased the number of 

responses across delays.  There was a significant main effect of dose found for this subject. 

No significant main effects on the number of responses observed under the RR schedule 

were found for Subject 135. 

 The number of responses observed under the PI schedule increased on average with 

increasing drug dose across delays indicating an increased preference for this schedule.  Pre-

session feeding had less of an effect.  There was a significant main effect of dose for the group.   

 A decreasing trend was observed for the number of responses on the PI schedule for 

Subject 135 under the 0- and 30-min delays.  The opposite was observed for the other delays.  

Pre-session feeding decreased this parameter regardless of delay.  A significant main effect of 

delay and a significant interaction between delay and dose was found for this subject.   

 Subject 453’s data showed an increase in the number of responses made under the PI 

schedule following the 0- and 90-min delays.  There was no change in this parameter following 

the 30- and 60-min delay.  Pre-session feeding decreased this parameter after the 60- and 90-min 

delays and increased it after the 0- and 30-min delay.  A significant main effect of delay and dose 

and significant interaction between delay and dose was found for this parameter for Subject 453. 

Subject 739’s data showed an increasing trend in the number of responses made under the 

PI schedule with increasing drug dose across delays.  Pre-session feeding increased this 

parameter under the 0- and 30-min delays.  The magnitude of these increases varied across delay 

which resulted in a significant main effect of delay.  A significant main effect of dose was also 

found due to the overall increasing trend observed.  There was also a significant interaction 

between delay and dose. 
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Drug increased the number of responses made under the PI schedule for Subject 930 under 

the 30-, 60-, and 90-min delays except under the 3.0 mg/kg dose.  Pre-session feeding had little 

effect on this parameter across delay.  The overall increase in the number of responses on the PI 

schedule with increasing drug dose led to a significant main effect of dose.  A significant 

interaction between delay and dose was also found.   

No significant main effects on the number of responses observed under the PI schedule 

were found for Subject 551. 

 The total number of switches made between the two schedules is shown in the third row 

of Figure 3-5.  Pre-session feeding and drug significantly decreased switching for the average of 

all subjects across all delays.  The effect of drug observed under the no delay condition was not 

as dramatic as that seen for the other delays which resulted in a significant main effect of delay.  

There was also a significant interaction between delay and dose. 

 There was a decrease in total switches made across drug and pre-session feeding under all 

delays for Subjects 453, 739, and 930.  A significant main effect of delay found for Subject 453 

reflected that switching was completely eliminated for doses above 1.0 mg/kg under the 60- and 

90-min delay but not under the other delays.  A significant main effect of dose was found for 

Subjects 453, 739, and 930.  These effects were due to the overall decrease observed in total 

switching across drug, pre-session feeding and delays.  A significant interaction between delay 

and dose was found for Subjects 453 and 930.  

Pre-session feeding and d-amphetamine decreased switching behavior for Subject 551 

across all delays.  This decrease was largest following the 90-min delay.  A significant main 

effect of dose was found for switching between the two schedules. 

 No significant main effects on switching were found for Subject 135. 
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 There was an increase in the duration spent on the PI schedule with increasing drug dose 

and pre-session feeding for the average of all subjects.  There was a more potent effect of the 1.7 

and 2.25 mg/kg dose following the 90-min delay than for the other delays.  A main effect of dose 

and a significant interaction between delay and dose was found for the group. 

 Pre-session feeding and drug administration resulted in an increase in the duration of total 

time spent on the PI schedule across delays for Subjects 453, 551, 739, and 930.  The increases 

in this parameter across all doses resulted in a significant main effect of dose for Subjects 453, 

551, 739 and 930.  A significant main effect of delay was found for Subject 453. There was a 

larger increasing effect of drug and pre-session feeding following the 60- and 90-min delays for 

this subject.  Similar separation between drug effects across delays led to a significant main 

effect of delay for Subject 739.  A significant interaction between delay and dose was found for 

Subject 930.  There were different magnitudes of drug effect across each delay that contributed 

to this effect for this subject.  There were no significant effects found for Subject 135.   

 Duration of time spent on the RR schedule decreased with increasing drug doses and pre-

session feeding for the average of all subjects across all delays resulting in a significant main 

effect of dose.  Differences in magnitude of effects seen across delays resulted in a significant 

main effect of delay.  A significant interaction between delay and dose was also found. 

 Subjects 453, 551, 739 and 930 spent less time on the RR schedule following pre-session 

feeding and drug administration across all delays.  A significant main effect of delay was found 

for Subject 453.  Behavior on the RR schedule was completely eliminated for the 1.0 mg/kg dose 

and all higher doses of d-amphetamine following the 60- and 90-min delay conditions for this 

subject.  Overall decreases with increasing drug doses across delays led to a significant main 

effect of dose for Subjects 453, 551, 739, and 930.  A significant interaction between delay and 
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dose was found for Subjects 453 and 930.  This is mostly likely due to the separation of drug 

effects observed across some delays.  There was little effect of drug and pre-session feeding on 

Subject 135’s data across all delays.  No significant main effects were found for this subject.   

Rate Dependency 

Figure 3-6 shows scatter plots of the average for each drug dose against saline on log axes 

for the entire PI distribution for each delay.  Each plot was fit with a separate linear function 

(Equation 2) from which the slope and intercept were derived (Figure 3-7).  As can be seen in 

Figure 3-6 low rates were increased under drug and pre-session feeding across all delays for all 

subjects.  High rates were left unchanged mostly with some exceptions were decreases in high 

rates can be seen (Subjects 551 and 930). 

Figure 3-7 plots the intercepts and slopes derived from this analysis.  Intercept increased 

with increasing drug dose for the average of all subjects and for each subject individually across 

all delays.  Pre-session feeding also resulted in an increase in intercept.  A significant main effect 

of dose was found for the group and for all subjects.  This was a result of the overall increasing 

effects drug and pre-session feeding had on intercept across delays.  Some separation of drug 

effects on intercept seen across delays led to a significant main effect of delay for Subject 739.  

A significant interaction between dose and delay was found for intercept for Subject 453.  

Slope decreased with increasing doses of d-amphetamine and pre-session feeding across all 

delays for both the average and for individual subjects.  This overall increase following drug and 

pre-session feeding resulted in a significant main effect of dose for the group and all subjects 

except Subject 135.  A significant main effect of delay was found for Subject 135.  This was due 

to differences in drug effect on slope seen across delays.  A significant interaction between delay 

and dose was found for Subject 551. 
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Discussion 

 BET (Killeen and Fetterman, 1988) stated that mediating behaviors may develop in the 

course of a subject learning to time.  As outlined in the general introduction these mediating 

behaviors do not control timing behavior but may assist in timing.  In a previous study Fetterman 

and colleagues (1998) found that changes in these mediating behaviors predicted changes in 

timing.  The present experiment concurrently programmed an alternative task in order to see if a 

reliable, measurable collateral behavior would develop and if changes in this behavior would 

predict changes in timing.  Decreases in peak time and wait time, measures of temporal accuracy, 

and increases in s.d., a measure of temporal control, were accompanied by decreases in responding 

on the RR schedule as well as decreases in the time spent on this schedule for the average of all 

subjects (Figure 3-3).  The largest decreases in RR responding were found under the same 

conditions where the largest disruptions in peak time, s.d., and wait time were observed.  Similar 

changes can be seen at the individual subject level as well.  This is the pattern of results predicted 

if responding on the concurrent schedule assists the temporal control on the PI schedule.   

Subjects responded less on the RR schedule under drug and pre-session feeding and thus 

started responding sooner and longer on the PI schedule.  A decline in accuracy on the timing task 

corresponded to decreases in responding under the RR schedule.  One possible contradiction to this 

theory is that even when behavior was completely eliminated under the RR schedule, timing 

behavior remained somewhat intact under the PI schedule.  It is possible that some other behavior 

not measured here came to assist in timing throughout experiment and that this behavior was not 

completely eliminated. 

 According to BET, changes in arousal or reinforcement value directly alter the pacemaker.  

If the reinforcement rate is altered through extinction, or the value of an upcoming reinforcer is 

altered through pre-session feeding, then timing behavior should become less precise.  In this 
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experiment subjects were pre-fed mixed grain prior to sessions under each delay.  This 

manipulation had little effect on peak time, increased s.d. for some subjects, and had a variable 

effect on wait time across subjects.  Pre-session feeding affected the other parameters in the same 

direction as d-amphetamine.  The effect of pre-session feeding on temporally controlled behavior 

was minimal with the exception of s.d. but seemed to alter non-temporally controlled aspects of 

behavior more. 

 Rate dependency (Dews, 1958, 1970) has been used to characterize the effects of 

amphetamine on timing behavior (Knealing and Schaal, 2002; Odum et al., 2002; Saulsgiver et 

al., 2006).  The same analysis was applied to data in this experiment.  Pre-session feeding and 

increasing doses of d-amphetamine increased intercept and decreased slope across subjects and 

delays.  This corresponded to increases in low rates of responding and decreases in high rates of 

responding.  Thus subjects were initiating responding on the timing task earlier under drug and pre-

session feeding and responding longer across the interval as compared to saline and non-pre-

session feeding conditions.   

 The delay between behavioral testing and drug or pre-session feeding altered wait time, 

switching behavior, and the duration spent on the RR schedule differently.  The evidence that 

drug and pre-session feeding disrupted behavior differently across delays is an important finding.  

Cevik (2003) found that the delay between drug injection and behavioral testing impacted the 

types of changes observed in a temporal bisection task.  There is evidence in the present 

experiment that the drug alters the initiation to respond differently across delays.  It was shown 

in Figure 1-1 that when low rates of responding early in the interval increase, as is seen when 

wait time decreases, this change alone is enough to cause shifts in peak time.  If the drug affects 

timing behavior in significantly different ways across a time period then averaging the data 
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together could lead to conclusions that are not entirely accurate, i.e. a large decrease in wait time 

during the first half hour but not the last could shift the distribution across a 1-hour session.  The 

delay between behavioral testing and drug or pre-session feeding did not lead to significant 

effects for the group on other parameters.  However, a difference between delay conditions is 

evident when individual subjects were examined.  Many times there were differences in the size 

of the drug effect (i.e., Peak time for Subject 551; s.d. for Subjects 551 and 930; wait time for 

Subjects 551 and 930; Responding under the RR schedule for all subjects; Responding under the 

PI schedule for Subjects 551, 739, and 930; total switching for Subjects 453 and 930; duration 

under both schedule for Subjects 453, 739, and 930).  Different delays sometimes resulted in 

opposite directional effects (i.e., peak time for Subject 135; s.d. for Subjects 135; wait time for 

Subjects 551; Responding under the PI schedule for Subjects 135 and 453).  Many of these 

differences across delay were supported by a significant main effect of delay for each subject.  

While the overall effect of delay on behavior was not as robust as was expected, the data 

supports the notion that delay to behavioral testing or a variable session length can contribute to 

various differences in obtained results (Cevik, 2003).  More specifically this manipulation 

identifies that drug effects on parameters identifying timing under a PI schedule can vary based 

on time since injection. 
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Table 3-1.  Two-way ANOVA Significant main effects for delay 
 Avg (d.f. = 

3,27) 
135 (d.f. = 

3,3) 
453 (d.f. = 

3,3) 
551 (d.f. = 

3,3) 
739 (d.f. = 

3,3) 
930 (d.f. = 

3,3) 
Peak time   F = 26.17; 

p < .05 
 F = 20.97; 

p < .05 
 

s.d.      F = 15.86; 
p < .05 

Wait time F = 2.73;  
p < .05 

    F = 58.45; 
p < .01 

RR # resp   F = 15.72; 
p < .05 

   

PI # resp  F = 10.46; 
p < .05 

F = 23.70; 
p < .05 

 F = 9.48; p 
< .05 

 

Switch F = 3.13;  
p < .05 

 F = 22.09; 
p < .05 

   

Duration 
PI 

  F = 9.55; p 
< .05 

 F = 9.69; p 
< .05 

 

Duration 
RR 

F = 3.33;  
p < .05 

 F = 14.48; 
p < .05 

   

RR IRT   F = 30.51; 
p < .05 

   

Intercept     F = 11.39; 
p < .05 

 

Slope  F = 21.45; 
p < .05 
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Table 3-2.  Two-way ANOVA Significant main effects for dose 
 Avg (d.f. = 

6,42) 
135 (d.f. = 

6,6) 
453 (d.f. = 

6,6) 
551 (d.f. = 

6,6) 
739 (d.f. = 

6,6) 
930 (d.f. = 

6,6) 
Peak time F = 5.84;  

p < .01 
F = 7.39;  
p < .05 

  F = 18.36; 
p < .01 

 

s.d. F = 5.23;  
p < .01 

  F = 9.61;  
p < .01 

 F = 10.55; 
p < .05 

Wait time F = 5.91;  
p < .01 

F = 12.88; 
p < .01 

  F = 9.22;  
p < .01 

F = 5.63;  
p < .05 

RR # resp F = 16.44; 
p < .01 

 F = 29.29; 
p < .01 

F = 15.20; 
p < .01 

F = 30.85; 
p < .01 

F = 30.40; 
p < .01 

PI # resp F = 4.05;  
p < .01 

 F = 4.74;  
p < .05 

 F = 15.33; 
p < .01 

F = 20.03; 
p < .01 

Switch F = 16.94; 
p < .01 

 F = 40.93; 
p < .01 

F = 8.63;  
p < .01 

F = 49.04; 
p < .01 

F = 31.89; 
p < .01 

Duration 
PI 

F = 15.79; 
p < .01 

 F = 15.20; 
p < .01 

F = 8.05;  
p < .05 

F = 95.08; 
p < .01 

F = 6.47;  
p < .05 

Duration 
RR 

F = 16.61; 
p < .01 

 F = 51.43; 
p < .01 

F = 8.91;  
p < .01 

F = 35.75; 
p < .01 

F = 39.82; 
p < .01 

RR IRT F = 7.72;  
p < .01 

F = 9.08;  
p < .01 

F = 20.96; 
p < .01 

 F = 6.89;  
p < .05 

 

Intercept F = 16.06; 
p < .01 

F = 14.41; 
p < .01 

F = 89.13; 
p < .01 

F = 20.18; 
p < .01 

F = 45.02; 
p < .01 

F = 9.14;  
p < .05 

Slope F = 25.18; 
p < .01 

 F = 11.65; 
p < .01 

F = 6.01;  
p < .05 

F = 17.50; 
p < .01 

F = 34.69; 
p < .01 
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Table 3-3.  Two-way ANOVA Significant interaction between delay and dose 
 Avg(d.f. = 

18,126) 
135 (d.f. = 

18,18) 
453 (d.f. = 

18,18) 
551 (d.f. = 

18,18) 
739 (d.f. = 

18,18) 
930 (d.f. = 

18,18) 
Peak time   F = 2.51;  

p < .05 
   

s.d.     F = 2.67;  
p < .05 

F = 4.76;  
p < .01 

Wait time       

RR # resp   F = 3.36;  
p < .01 

  F = 3.99;  
p < .01 

PI # resp  F = 2.71;  
p < .05 

F = 6.27;  
p < .01 

 F = 2.91;  
p < .05 

F = 4.88;  
p < .01 

Switch F = 2.05;  
p < .01 

 F = 5.55;  
p < .01 

  F = 6.12;  
p < .01 

Duration 
PI 

F = 1.88;  
p < .05 

    F = 2.42;  
p < .05 

Duration 
RR 

F = 1.74;  
p < .05 

 F = 4.42;  
p < .01 

  F = 5.59;  
p < .01 

RR IRT F = 2.41;  
p < .01 

 F = 14.91; 
p < .01 

   

Intercept   F = 4.67;  
p < .01 

   

Slope    F = 2.45;  
p < .05 
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Figure 3-1.  The average response rates per 3-s bin during peak trials for the average of all 

subjects under each dose of d-amphetamine across each delay.  The average across all 
subjects and delays is shown in the bottom panel.  The 0-min delay is shown in the 
top row, the 30-min delay in the second row, the 60-min delay in the third row, and 
the 90-min delay shown in the bottom row.  The solid line represents the average 
distribution under saline, the long-dashed line shows the average distribution under 
the 0.3 mg/kg dose, the medium-dashed line shows the average distribution under the 
1.0 mg/kg dose, the short-dashed line shows the average distribution under the 1.7 
mg/kg dose, the dotted line shows the average distribution under the 2.25 mg/kg dose, 
the long-dash, single dot line shows the average distribution under the 3.0 mg/kg 
dose, and the long-dash, double dotted line shows the average distribution under pre-
session feeding. 
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Figure 3-2.  The average response rates per 3-s bin during peak trials for each subject under each 

dose of d-amphetamine across each delay.   Subjects are separated by columns.  All 
other features of the figure are identical to Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-3.  The percent saline changes for the average of all subjects across each delay for each 
parameter.  Standard error is shown by the error bars at each dose. 
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Figure 3-4.  Peak Time and standard deviation derived from the curve fitting methods described 
in Methods for the session average distributions shown as a percent of saline.  Wait 
time is shown in the bottom row.  Standard error is shown by the error bars at each 
dose. 
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Figure 3-5.  The number of responses made under the RR schedule, PI schedule, total number of 
switches made between schedules, and the duration spent on the RR and PI schedules 
are shown as a percent of saline.  All other features of the figure are identical to 
Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-6.  Log session average response rates under drug conditions as a function of log 
response rates averaged across all baseline sessions for the entire trial for each subject 
under each delay.  A line of unit slope indicates no change in response rates from 
baseline.  The solid line represents the average distribution under the 0.3 mg/kg dose, 
the long-dashed line shows the average distribution under the 1.0 mg/kg dose, the 
medium-dashed line shows the average distribution under the 1.7 mg/kg dose, the 
short-dashed line shows the average distribution under the 2.25 mg/kg dose, the 
dotted line shows the average distribution under the 3.0 mg/kg dose, the long-dash, 
single dot line shows the average distribution under pre-session feeding.  All other 
features of the figure are identical to Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-7.  Slope and intercept derived from the scatter plots showing log session average 
response rates under drug conditions as a function of log response rates averaged 
across all baseline sessions for the entire interval.  Each column shows a different 
subject.  The solid line represents the average distribution under the 0-min delay, the 
long-dashed line shows the average distribution under the 30-min delay, the long-
dashed line shows the average distribution under the 60-min delay, the dotted line 
shows the average distribution under 90-min delay. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In Experiments 1 and 2, d-amphetamine altered pigeon’s behavior under the control of PI 

schedules.  These changes were observed for several measures of temporal behavior at the group 

average level.  A decrease in peak time with increasing drug dose was observed across both 

experiments.  An increase in s.d. with increasing dose of drug was also observed.  Subjects also 

began responding much earlier in each trial when amphetamine was administered.   This 

decrease reflected in start time (Experiment 1) and wait time (Experiment 2) corresponded to rate 

dependent characterizations of stimulant drug effects across individual subjects.   

In Experiment 1, changes in temporal behavior were assessed by two common methods 

employed in the literature examining PI schedules, a session-average and single-trial analysis.  

Parameters derived from each method were compared for directional effects.  Table 2-2 presents 

these comparisons for Experiment 1 and two publications that reported the same measures.  

These analyses did not necessarily reflect the same changes across analysis.  The form of 

individual trials was also examined.  It was found that individual trials were peak-like in form 

under saline and low dose d-amphetamine conditions, suggesting that average PI distributions 

are reflective of single trial performance.  Response distributions became flatter at higher doses 

reflecting a loss in temporal control.   

In Experiment 2, various delays between behavioral testing and drug administration 

revealed differences in magnitude and directional effects for individual subjects.  When subjects 

were averaged together these differences across delay vanished.  Decreases in responding on the 

concurrent task were accompanied by declines in temporal accuracy across subjects.  As 

responding on the RR schedule decreased s.d. increased and peak time on the PI schedule 

decreased.  Pre-session feeding led to increased variability in time estimation but did not always 
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decrease temporal accuracy across delays.  The effects of pre-session feeding on the shape of PI 

distributions were similar to d-amphetamine effects. 

Timing Theories 

SET predicts that administration of dopamine agonists to subjects responding on a PI 

schedule will decrease peak time, or temporal accuracy, by 10-15% (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; 

Meck, 1983, 1986).  This decrease is a result of the internal pacemaker speeding up under drug, 

resulting in the subject responding as if more time has passed than actually has, an 

overestimation in time.  In the current experiments this effect was observed.  When decreases in 

peak time were observed for individual subjects or the group average the largest decreases were 

around 20% relative to saline conditions.  SET also predicts that the ratio of the width of the 

distribution of peak response rates to the mean interval being timed will be constant (Scalar 

timing: Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Gibbon, 1977; 1992; Gibbon et al., 1997).  If amphetamine 

increases the clock speed then one would expect a complete leftward shift of the distribution and 

a proportional decrease in the spread of responding (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Meck, 1996; 

Saulsgiver et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  Thus any observed increases in the width of the 

distribution along with a decrease in peak time contradict this prediction of SET.  Results from 

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the width of the distribution (s.d.) increased under d-

amphetamine when peak time decreased.  This effect is true for both the group average (Exp 1: 

Figure 2-6; Exp 2: 3-3) and for individual subjects (Exp 1: Figure 2-4; Exp 2: Figure 3-4) that 

showed decreases in peak time.  In some cases s.d. increased in the absence of a decrease in peak 

time.  This is not the first experiment to show this combined effect of dopamine agonists on 

behavior under a PI schedule, Figure 1-2 illustrates a few of these previous studies (Bayley et al., 

1998; Eckerman, et al., 1987; Kraemer, 1997; Maricq et al., 1981; Matell et al., 2006; Saulsgiver 

et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).   
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When this increase in width is inspected by examining the PI distributions (Exp 1: Figure 

2-1; Exp 2: Figures 3-1, 3-2) it can be seen that this increase in width is a result of subjects 

responding earlier in the trial as well as sustaining responding longer under d-amphetamine than 

under saline.  These observations are supported by the observed decreases in start time (Exp 1) 

and wait time (Exp 2).  Experiment 1 showed an increase in stop time on average across subjects 

(Figure 2-4, 2-5) indicating that responding continued longer after the FI interval had elapsed 

under drug in comparison to saline conditions.  This type of widening is also consistent with rate 

dependent predictions of stimulant drugs on interval responding (Dews, 1958).  As was shown in 

Figures 2-7, 2-8, 3-6, and 3-7 low rates of responding increased under drug across the interval.  

Rate dependent characterizations have been applied to the effects of drug on FI and timing 

behavior in previous research (Beecher and Jackson, 1976; Byrd, 1979; Dews, 1958; Flores and 

Pellon, 1995; Goudie, 1985; Knealing and Schaal, 2002; McMillan and Healey, 1976; Odum et 

al., 2002; Saulsgiver et al., 2006; Wuttke, 1970).  These reports have found that when 

psychomotor stimulants are administered to subjects exposed to FI schedules low response rates 

tend to increase and high response rates are decreased or left unaffected resulting in a flattening 

of the distribution of responding (Dews, 1958).  These rate dependent effects could lead to 

behavior that is temporally unstructured under PI schedules by increasing the width of the PI 

distribution.  The predictions of stimulant effects on timing behavior made by rate dependency 

are more accurate than SET predictions.  SET predicts that the ratio of the width of the 

distribution of peak response rates to the mean time to food will be constant (Buhusi and Meck, 

2002; Gibbon, 1977; 1992; Gibbon et al., 1997).  If amphetamine increases the clock speed as 

stated by SET then a complete shift of the distribution should occur, resulting in a proportional 

decrease in the spread of responding (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Meck, 1996; Saulsgiver et al., 
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2006; Taylor et al., 2007). An examination of the PI distributions under drug shows that this is 

not the case (Exp 1: Figure 2-1; Exp 2: Figures 3-1, 3-2). 

It has been suggested that attentional processes can be affected by amphetamine and that 

this effect of d-amphetamine can result in the loss of stimulus control (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; 

Odum and Ward, 2007).  Using a PI procedure where peak trials were occasionally interrupted 

by a gap in the stimulus to be timed, Buhusi and Meck (2002) isolated methamphetamine’s 

effects on attentional and clock processes in rats.  In this series of experiments subjects 

experienced 30-32 FI 30-s trials, 6-8 uninterrupted PI trials, and 24 gap trials where a PI was 

interrupted at some predetermined time.   Methamphetamine was found to decrease peak time 

under normal PI trials but increased peak time during gap trials, indicating that that time was 

resetting.  Data from these experiments indicated that the shift in peak time was not proportional 

to the gap in the interval, as was predicted if the drug only altered the clock rate.  It was 

concluded that methamphetamine was possibly affecting attentional processes such as when 

timing of an interval began.  Experiments in which gap-associated stimuli were made similar to 

ITI-associated stimuli in the absence of the drug showed that subjects’ behavior reflected a 

resetting of the clock.  Subjects in this situation started timing from the end of the gap rather than 

from the beginning of the interval to be timed (Experiment 2: Buhusi and Meck, 2002).  The 

effect of methamphetamine on the gap in these experiments was similar to procedures that 

increase the similarity between the gap and the ITI suggesting that timing was reset based on its 

attentional or stimulus-controlled effects rather than selectively affecting the pacemaker (Buhusi 

and Meck, 2002).  From these results it has been suggested that the effect of methamphetamine 

seen in Buhusi and Meck’s experiment might be a sign of a change in the salience of the gap 

(Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Gray et al., 1997).  A similar attentional explanation has been applied 
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to results investigating d-amphetamines effects on a temporal bisection task (Odum and Ward, 

2007).  Odum and Ward (2007) administered d-amphetamine to pigeons exposed to two different 

temporal bisection tasks.  D-amphetamine flattened the obtained psychophysical function 

indicating a loss in stimulus control.  If d-amphetamine disrupts attention to the stimulus then 

subjects may not attend to the stimulus on some trials resulting in chance performance on those 

non-attended trials.  This disruption could account for the observed flattening of the 

psychophysical function (Odum and Ward, 2007).  Buhusi and Meck’s results could also be 

explained by the flickering switch hypothesis (Lejeune, 1998).  This theory postulates that a gate 

that either blocks pulses from entering or allows pulses to pass through to the accumulator is 

altered by dopamine agonists.  This gate or switch can be opened or closed when stimuli are 

interrupted or at the beginning of an interval to be timed.  Changes in the operation of this gate 

could reflect changes in attention to the stimulus.  If methamphetamine increases the rate at 

which the attentional switch flickers it could result in a resetting of the clock in these gap 

procedures (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Lejeune, 1998).   

These explanations could apply to the current experiments.  If d-amphetamine 

administration decreased attention to the stimulus on some trials on a PI schedule subjects could 

respond randomly in time resulting in a widening of the distribution.  If d-amphetamine made the 

stimulus to be timed less salient, subjects may begin timing during the ITI and responding would 

start earlier due to an early start in the clock on some trials.  Similarly, responding could have 

been prolonged by a delay in the start of the clock on some trials.  The attentional altering effects 

of d-amphetamine could have resulted in an increased flickering rate of the gate where the gate 

either allowed pulses to accumulate earlier or postponed the accumulation of pulses differently 

across trials.  The averaging of PI trials or data derived from single trials separately under either 
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explanation could also account for the widening of the distribution under d-amphetamine. What 

these explanation do not address however, is the fact that some studies have shown a selective 

effect on timing using dopamine agonists (Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 1987; Frederick 

and Allen, 1996; Hinton and Meck, 1996; Matell et al., 2006; Meck, 1996; Meck and Williams, 

1997) and other data indicate that drug disrupts behavior more consistently with an attentional 

account (Bayley et al., 1998; Kraemer, 1997; Maricq et al., 1981; Odum and Ward, 2002, 2007; 

Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  Future research should be aimed at understanding under what 

conditions dopamine agonists alter timing behavior and under what conditions attention is 

affected.    

BET offers an alternative to SET’s accounts of temporal disruption.  BET has postulated 

that mediating behavior may develop as a subject learns to time and that this behavior may come 

to assist in timing (Killeen and Fetterman, 1988).  As an interval passes a subject will engage in 

other behavior and if arousal is sufficient then conditioning will take place.  Each behavior the 

subject engages in will be conditioned to the passage of a certain amount of time.  These 

behaviors as they occur will then come to serve as discriminative stimuli for the passage of time 

(Fetterman et al., 1998; Killeen and Fetterman, 1988).  The controlling mechanism behind timing 

in this theory is a pacemaker where the rate of emission of pulses is directly tied to the rate of 

reinforcement.  The pulses from this pacemaker drive the subject through different behavioral 

states indicating the passage of time.  As the rate or the value of reinforcement drops the 

pacemaker will also slow, emitting fewer pulses across some interval of time.  Under these low 

states of arousal the subject would also engage in less mediating behavior.  When fewer pulses 

and mediating behavior occur, there is less of an opportunity for conditioning to take place.  
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Consequently, the behavior is less likely to serve as a discriminative stimulus for the passage of 

time (Killeen and Fetterman, 1988).   

Experiment 2 evaluated changes in timing accuracy in relation to changes in a concurrent 

task while exposed to d-amphetamine and pre-session feeding.  Under drug conditions it was 

found that a reduction in temporal accuracy (peak time) accompanied decreases in responding on 

the RR schedule.  The largest reductions in peak time occurred when there were large reductions 

in RR responding across subjects.  Even when responding on the RR schedule was completely 

eliminated however, there was still evidence of temporal organization in the data.  It is possible 

that in these cases other unmeasured mediating behavior was present.  While this is not 

conclusive evidence that mediating behaviors assist in timing this data does show that when drug 

reduces behavior that is occurring concurrently with a timing task timing accuracy decreases as 

well. 

Pre-session feeding was used in Experiment 2 to directly affect the value of reinforcement.  

Several methods of reducing arousal or the value of reinforcement during timing studies have 

been used including pre-session feeding, extinction, and intertrial interval feeding (Killeen et al, 

1999; Ward and Odum, 2007).  Extinction or removal of food reward was used by Killeen and 

colleagues (1999) in assessing predictions made by BET.  When pigeons were exposed to 

periods of extinction, timing accuracy diminished in a way predicted by BET.  It was found that 

when the rate of reinforcement was reduced through extinction, the rate of the pacemaker 

decreased, consistent with BET.  Mediating behaviors however, were not examined in this study.  

In Experiment 2, pre-session feeding did decrease responding on the RR schedule across subjects 

and reduced temporal accuracy on the PI schedule as predicted by BET.  Pre-session feeding was 

more likely to result in an increase in s.d. than in a reduction of peak time for this experiment.  PI 
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distributions were altered similarly under pre-session feeding and d-amphetamine conditions.  

Low response rates across the interval increased under pre-session feeding and high response 

rates were reduced, resulting in a widening and flattening of the distribution.  These combined 

effects of an increase in s.d. and a disruption of the shape of PI distributions are more consistent 

with an account that implicates the loss of stimulus control as the main effect of pre-session 

feeding on timing behavior.  Ward and Odum (2007) came to a similar conclusion when 

examining the effects of pre-session feeding, extinction, and intertrial interval feeding on a 

temporal bisection task.  These manipulations were shown to reduce timing accuracy by causing 

a choose-short effect.  These results were interpreted as indicating an overall loss of stimulus 

control rather than selective effect on timing.  Results from Experiment 2 support this account.   

One proposed alternative to SET and BET is that dopamine agonists disrupt stimulus 

control in these experiments rather than having a selective effect on timing (Odum and Ward, 

2002, 2007).  This proposed explanation is that dopamine agonists like amphetamine disrupt 

behavior in a way that is not specific to temporal control.  Instead these drugs disrupt all 

behavior associated with any schedule.  Agustín-Pavón and colleagues (2007) showed that 

unconditioned preference for the male sex pheromones in female mice was reduced by 

amphetamine.  Other choice experiments have found that preference for the more immediate 

reinforcer was also reduced by amphetamine (Wei-Min et al., 2008).  Amphetamine has also 

been shown to reduce responding accuracy and increase response omission under a serial 

reaction time task (Fletcher et al., 2007).  Laties (1972, 1975; et al., 1981) found that d-

amphetamine disrupted accuracy when there was no external discriminative stimulus present.  

Accuracy in responding under a fixed consecutive number schedule (a specified number of 

responses had to be made on one key before reinforcement became available on a second key) 
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was disrupted when no external cue signaling the completion of the first component was present.  

If amphetamine has been shown to disrupt control of behavior regardless of the schedule in place 

then it can be postulated that the same effect is occurring under timing schedules.   

S.d. or the width of the distribution has been taken as a measure of overall stimulus control 

exerted by the PI schedule (Saulsgiver et al, 2006).  As was seen for the average of all subjects in 

both the present experiments this parameter increased with increasing drug dose.  When subjects 

were examined individually it was found that decreases in peak time were often accompanied by 

increases in s.d.  The loss of overall stimulus control is further supported by the ziggurat analysis 

conducted on individual trials for Experiment 1.  Figure 2-6 showed that the form of individual 

trials was less peak-like under increasing doses of drug.  Response distributions for individual 

trials became flatter and responding was more uniform under higher doses of d-amphetamine.  

Pretreatment with saline and low doses of d-amphetamine left behavior less disrupted and gave 

the impression that behavior was temporally organized.  Higher doses of drug resulted in 

responding that occurred randomly in time rather than in some relation to the passage of time.  A 

similar widening of the average PI distributions under high doses of drug for Experiment 2 

supports this impression as well.  These results together indicate that the contingencies in place 

were not exerting as much control over behavior when drug was administered.   

Procedural Variations 

Behavior should be examined at the level in which order is found (Skinner, 1935) but 

when order is found at multiple levels which should be used?  One may argue that if a molecular 

analysis provides a more complete description of behavior while maintaining order then that 

analysis is superior (Branch and Gollub, 1974). Two common methods exist for examining 

behavior under a PI schedule.  A session average analysis averages data across multiple peak 

trials and then fits a Gaussian function to derive estimates of temporal accuracy (peak time) and 
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error (s.d.) (Eckerman et al., 1987; Kraemer et al., 1997; Matell et al., 2006; Maricq et al., 1981; 

Meck, 1983, 1996; Taylor et al., 2007).  Use of these aggregates and curve fitting techniques to 

derive particular parameters has been based on the notion that the average is representative of 

single trials; however fluctuations in the average of many trials may not reflect changes observed 

for single trials.  This has led to the single-trial analysis developed by Cheng and Westwood 

(1993).  This analysis fits an algorithm to single trials and derives measures that indicate when 

responding starts (start time) and stops (stop time) for each trial.  Parameters of temporal 

accuracy (middle) and the spread of responding (run length) are then calculated from these 

measures.  Parameters are then averaged across a session.  Both methods involve some averaging 

of data but the order in which that is done varies.  Assessments done with both analyses are not 

always consistent within an experiment (Matell et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  In Experiment 

1, differences between parameters derived by both analyses that are taken to represent similar 

features of timing were inconsistent.  Peak time and middle are both taken to represent temporal 

accuracy (Taylor et al., 2007).  Amphetamine, however, affected these parameters differently.  

Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 show that drug decreased peak time across increasing drug dose but 

middle was unaffected.  This is not the first report to show inconsistent effects across parameters 

from each analysis. Table 2-2 shows a summary of results of both the single trial analysis and 

session average analysis from Experiment 1 and two previous studies using amphetamine to 

examine timing behavior under a PI schedule.  As seen in Table 2-2 the effect of amphetamine 

on peak time and middle is not consistent for Experiment 1 and that of Matell and colleagues 

(2006).  Using a PI 30-sec procedure (PI trials 90-110 sec) with rats Matell et al. examined the 

effects of methamphetamine on parameters derived from a single trial analysis and a session 

average analysis.  A significant decrease in peak time was observed at some higher doses but 
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there were no significant effects observed for the middle parameter.  If both the peak time and 

middle are to represent the subjective perception of time one would expect a similar effect to be 

observed across these parameters (Taylor et al., 2007).  In another experiment by Taylor and 

colleagues (2007) the effect of d-amphetamine on peak time and middle for rats exposed to a PI 

24-sec procedure (PI trials 96 sec) was consistent across analysis.   

 Run length from the single trial analysis and s.d. from the aggregate session analysis are 

both taken to represent the spread of responding on individual trials and for the session average.  

If the average of peak trials across a session or across subjects is representative of what occurs at 

the level of the individual trial then one would expect a consistent effect of drug on these 

parameters.  As seen in Table 2-2 this was not always the case.  Matell et al. (2006) showed an 

increase in s.d. but a decrease in the run length under drug.  Taylor et al (2007) reported no 

change in s.d. under drug and failed to report run length.  However, with a reported decrease in 

start time and no change in stop time one can assume that run length increased (because run 

length = stop time – start time).  The effect of d-amphetamine on s.d. and run length was 

consistent across analyses for Experiment 1.   

If these inconsistencies in similar parameters across analyses are present what conclusions 

should be drawn? Which analysis is the right one to use?  The information gained from each 

analysis differs.  Measures of temporal accuracy and error are derived directly with the session-

average analysis while similar measures are based on other derived measures in the single-trial 

analysis.  Peak time, as a temporal estimate, indicates the time of maximal responding for 

session-average distributions (Catania, 1970; Meck, 1996).  Middle, on the other hand, does not 

indicate where the peak rate of responding occurred.  It is not obtained directly from distributions 

of responding, rather it is calculated by averaging start and stop time together (Grace et al., 
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2006).  Changes in middle under drug are changes in the average between start and stop time 

rather than being a measure of temporal accuracy since this measure does not indicate where the 

peak in responding occurred.  When the middle parameter is viewed this way there is no reason 

to assume that drug effects on peak time should be similar to drug effect on middle.  The 

dependency of the middle and run length parameters on other derived parameters then indicates 

that these measures are not reliable independent measures of accuracy and variance and thus one 

would not necessarily expect similar drug effects across parameters.   

The single trial analysis however does provide information about when subjects begin and 

stop responding which the session average analysis does not.  Examinations of when subjects 

start and stop responding under dopamine agonists have led researchers to conclude that 

separate, non-correlated, changes in the starting and stopping of responding cause the apparent 

shift in peak time and middle (Saulsgiver et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007).  Figure 1-1 simulates 

how shifts in when subjects begin to respond alone can lead to decreases in peak time.  Previous 

experiments have shown a decrease in peak time observed along with a decrease in start time 

alone (Taylor et al., 2007) or a decrease in wait time alone (Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  If this 

information was not available and only the decrease in peak time had been reported, these reports 

would have been taken to support the notion that amphetamine affects the speed of the internal 

pacemaker thus altering time perception.  While this discussion does not conclude which analysis 

is more appropriate it does draw attention to the fact that each analysis reveals different aspects 

of behavior and that each feature is important in the analysis of drug effect on timing. 

Differences in procedures have also been implicated in causing disparity between reported 

data.  Variability in the use of PI procedures may contribute to the lack of consistent effects seen 

across experiments.  Cheng et al. (2007) investigated how an extensive training history altered 
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drug effects using a PI procedure and showed that differences in length of training resulted in 

diverse drug effects on behavior under a PI schedule.  Dissimilarities in the ratio of PI to FI trials 

are also common in this area of research (1(FI):1(PI) ratio:  Cheng et al., 2007; Matell and Meck, 

1999; Matell et al., 2006; Matell and Portugal, 2007; 4:1: Bayley et al., 1998; Cheng and 

Westwood, 1993; Kraemer et al. 1997; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  Kaiser (2008) showed that 

acquisition of responding under PI trials was more rapid when the ratio favored FI trials.  The 

ratio of FI to PI trials may modulate drug effects on behavior maintained by these different PI 

schedules as well.  Further research is needed to explore this possibility. 

Cevik (2003) demonstrated how differences in the time between injection and behavioral 

testing can alter drug effects on timing as well.  This manipulation was examined for behavior 

under a PI schedule in Experiment 2.  The time between pre-session feeding and drug 

administration and behavioral testing had a larger impact on individual subjects data than on the 

average across all subjects.  These differences in effect seen across delays were sometimes a 

difference in magnitude of drug effect.  For example the 1.7 and 2.25 mg/kg dose of d-

amphetamine increased s.d. after the 0- and 90-min delays more than under the 30- and 60-min 

delays for Subject 930.  Divergences in direction of effects were also seen.  For example, peak 

time decreased under higher doses of drug following the 0-, 60-, and 90-min delays but increased 

following the 30-min delay.  In addition effects of pre-session feeding and drug were only 

observed under certain delays and not others such as that seen for Subject 135’s peak time.  

There was an increase in peak time following the 0-min delay for this subject but no changes in 

peak time were observed following other delays.  This multitude of variation in effect on 

behavior following different delays could impact obtained results.  Studies have differed in terms 

of session length when examining drug effects on behavior under a PI schedule (Bayley et al., 
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1998- 1 hour; Frederick and Allen, 1996; Matell et al., 2006; Saulsgiver et al., 2006- 2 hours; 

Penney et al., 1996- 2 hours 50 min; Maricq et al., 1981- 4 hours; Others use a required number 

of trials with no concrete session length).  When an extended session length is used and data is 

averaged across the entire session differential effects of drug on behavior could be lost.  The 

differences in session length across PI experiments examining drug effects on behavior could 

contribute to the differences in obtained data.  Future research should focus on these differences 

and investigate how each variable not only contributes to the overall occurrence of timing 

behavior but also how drug affects this behavior across these variations. 

Summary 

Amphetamine’s effects on timing behavior in the current experiments are best accounted 

for by explanations that implicate a loss of stimulus control or a direct effect on attentional 

processes rather than selectively effecting timing behavior.  Strict interpretations of SET and 

BET are not well supported by these data.  Increases in the width of the PI distributions under d-

amphetamine across both experiments violate scalar timing and indicate that behavior is less 

temporally organized under drug.  The ziggurat analysis conducted on the form of individual 

trials in Experiment 1 also suggests that under high doses of drug temporal organization is lost.  

This research adds to the literature that implicates a loss of stimulus control as the main effect of 

dopamine agonists on behavior under temporal schedules (Knealing and Schaal, 2002; Odum et 

al., 2002; Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  A discrepancy in the literature examining dopamine agonists’ 

effects on timing behavior still needs explaining however.  Some published reports have shown 

selective timing effects under dopamine agonists (Cheng et al., 2007; Eckerman et al., 1987; 

Frederick and Allen, 1996; Hinton and Meck, 1996; Matell et al., 2006; Meck, 1996; Meck and 

Williams, 1997) while other data implicates the disruption of stimulus control or other attentional 

processes under drug (Bayley et al., 1998; Kraemer, 1997; Odum and Ward, 2002, 2007; 
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Saulsgiver et al., 2006).  The conditions under which these effects occur should be examined in 

future research. 

Experiment 2 systematically manipulated the time between behavioral testing and d-

amphetamine administration.  Results showed that different delays can impact the observed drug 

effect on temporal and non-temporal behavior.  If d-amphetamine’s effects are averaged over an 

extended period of time then differences in how behavior is disrupted may be masked.  However 

it is not clear that particular effects of dopamine agonists on behavior under PI schedules should 

be expected under longer or shorter sessions.  Future research is needed to understand the extent 

to which session length contributes to observed drug effects.  

   Session length and the delay between drug administration and behavioral testing are not 

the only differences that exist in terms of how PI schedules are implemented.  Published 

experiments vary in the amount of training subjects receive (see Cheng et al., 2007 for review) 

and the ratio of FI trials to PI trials (1:1 ratio: Cheng et al., 2007; MacDonald and Meck, 2005; 

Maricq et al., 1981; Matell et al., 2004, 2006; Taylor et al., 2007; 3:2 ratio: Bayley et al., 1998; 

Eckerman et al., 1987; Frederick and Allen, 1996; 4:1 ratio: Saulsgiver et al., 2006; 7:1 ratio: 

Kraemer et al., 1997).   The impact of these methodological differences needs to be examined in 

order to determine how they later impact changes in timing behavior under drug.  Future research 

should be aimed at exploring these and other procedural differences.    
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

The interest I had in pursuing psychology as a major stemmed from my interest in cetacean 

behavior.  When I was young I was fortunate enough to have had interactions with dolphins and 

killer whales and these experiences left me fascinated about these animals.  Discouraged with the 

field of marine biology I had abandoned my goal to pursue a career working with these animals 

until I was able to meet with a dolphin trainer at Sea World.  It was here that I first learned of the 

applicability of psychology to animal behavior.  Following this interaction I returned to the 

University of Florida and changed my major to psychology. 

During the next two years I explored different areas of psychology.  Initially this path led 

me to social psychology where I assisted in conducting research for almost two years under the 

supervision of Dr. Dolores Albarracin.  Here I implemented questionnaires and conducted 

experimental research, exploring topics relevant in social psychology including selective 

exposure, attitudes and social cognition.  While I was interested in these areas of psychology I 

was unsatisfied with the treatment and interpretation of the data.  The flaws in the experimental 

design were also troublesome.  These reservations I had about social psychology were brought 

on by topics discussed in the principles of behavior analysis class I attended in the spring of my 

junior year.  This class overviewed a field that was quite different from the other psychologies.  

Following this class I began to participate in research in both Dr. Marc Branch and Dr. Timothy 

Hackenberg’s laboratories.   

During this time I was offered an internship conducting research with dolphins at The 

Living Seas in EPCOT.  This internship allowed me to gain first hand experience with the field 

of animal cognition.  I found a similar dissatisfaction with the interpretation of results that I had 

with interpretations made in social psychology.  In many cases these interpretations went beyond 
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the behaviors observed in these dolphins.  In addition the way experimental design was 

approached and altered when problems occurred was also inadequate.   

One example of this came from problem-solving research that I participated in.  During 

this task dolphins were placed in a situation where a barrier, one that they had never experienced, 

had to be removed in order to obtain food attached to a towel with a cloth handle.  Dolphins had 

been previously trained to pull this towel out of a clear plastic box to gain access to food.  At the 

time I was young and had relatively little experience in conducting research but I still found it 

odd that the researchers in charge of this project did not try to account for the previous 

experience of these animals.  The barrier used in this project was a rectangular plastic barrier that 

could slide through the clear plastic box to block access to food.  The objective was to see if the 

dolphins would spontaneously remove this barrier with no training prior to removing the towel.  

Essentially researchers were investigating insight behavior.  The dolphins used in this 

experiment had no previous experience with this barrier.  Furthermore there was no resemblance 

between this barrier and any other object found in their environment.  When I inquired about the 

dolphin’s history with such objects trainers could not identify when any object similar to the 

barrier had been used.  Prior to this internship I had the opportunity to watch Epstein and 

Skinner’s Columbian simulations that explored the so-called insight learning cases with 

primates.  In this demonstration they illustrated the importance of a history of experience in the 

future expression of behavior.  While my hypothesis might be naive I still feel that if the 

dolphins were given experience in some other context with these barriers or if the barriers were 

made to resemble familiar objects that they would have been successful in this project.  This 

example, coupled with many more, reaffirmed my commitment to behavior analysis for its 
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experimental design and interpretations of behavior but also because of the fields commitment to 

taking a history of experience into account when studying behavior.   

After this internship I returned to UF and continued my work in behavior analysis.  It was 

then that I made my decision to apply to graduate school in the behavior analysis field. I was 

fortunate enough to be accepted to the UF department by Dr. Clive Wynne.  In this department 

my commitment to behavior analysis was born and was developed further. 
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